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ABSTRACT

In this project we use the second method of Lyapunov to develop
Several controllers to stabilize discrete-time dynamical systems with or
without parameter uncertainties and/or external disturbances. We also use
the notion of a sliding mode on a preferred hyperplane, previously developed
for continuous-time variable structure control systems, to stabilize discretetime dynamical systems.
In particular, feedback controllers are proposed that: (i) stabilize
discrete systems with no uncertainties by forcing their state trajectories Onto
prespecified hyperplanes; (ii) provide a needed level of stability robustness to
discrete systems with uncertainties which are modeled by cone bounded
functions; (iii) robustly stabilize discrete uncertain systems.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1. MOTIVATION
Recent advances in digital signal processing technology brought about
by digital computers have open the way to the implementation of broad
classes of controllers conceived thus far. Guided by this fact, we try in this
work to solve the problem of control and stability of uncertain dynamical
systems purely from the discrete-time systems point of view.
We first briefly review the results on the subject which have provided
the motivation behind the various developments in this project.
In an attempt at driving the state trajectory of a linear discrete-time
dynamical system toward a desired hyperplane, Milosavljevic' [26] tries to
extend the results obtained by Utkin [12] and Itkis [ll] for continuous-time
variable structure systems, i.e., he tries to show that a sliding mode can also
be achieved with discrete-time dynamical systems; however, a closer look at
this problems will reveal that a sliding mode does not exist for such systems
in the strict sense.
In order to gain more insight into solving the problem of forcing the
state trajectory of a discrete-time dynamical system onto a desired
hyperplane, we found that the idea of a continuous-time system with high
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feedback gain proposed by Utkin [31] and Marino [32] offered some
possibilities, since it has been shown that a high feedback gain continuous
time system behaves as a variable structure control system in the limit.
So far we have made no mention of the system uncertainties that the
designer is faced with in real life when designing a controller. Corless and
Leitmann

[7] propose

a deterministic treatment of uncertainties for

continuous-time systems which are constrained to meet the so-called
matching conditions [33]. Manela [20] and Corless and Manela [23] provide a
possible solution to the discrete-time problem with matched uncertainties
using the minimum-maximum approach.
Finally, realizing that implementation is a very important facet of a
control system, we looked at ways of how one could solve the above problem
using output information only. Walcott and Zak [27] and Steinberg and
Corless

[28]

suggest possible solutions to the problem of stabilizing

continuous-time uncertain dynamical systems through output feedback
whenever certain algebraic constraints are met.

1.2. OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT
The topic of this project is the control and stabilization of discrete-time
uncertain dynamical systems via the second method of Lyapunov.
We shall first show that by applying Lyapunov’s second method to
linear time-invariant discrete-time dynamical systems with no uncertainties,
we can drive the state trajectory of such system onto a desired linear
hyperplane, where the system possesses certain desirable characteristics such
as stability and reduced dimension. Next, we shall show that under certain
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conditions, we can stabilize a class of discrete-time uncertain dynamical
systems where the "nominal" system is linear and the uncertainties do not
depend on the control input through the direct application of Lyapunov’s
second method.
Finally, we shall show that a controller which steers the state trajectory
of the class of discrete-time uncertain dynamical systems with linear
"noijiinal" system toward the vicinity of a linear hyperplane.

1.3. OVERVIEW OF THE REPORT
The report is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 gives a fairly complete explication of the application of the
second method of Lyapunov to determine the stability properties of
discrete-time dynamical systems modeled by ordinary difference equations.
This

review is necessary in order to have

a

clear and thorough

understanding of the method in order to use it effectively to develop
controllers that stabilize the class of systems that we shall deal with in the
following chapters. The information presented in this chapter is organized
in the following fashion. First, the most well known definitions that describe
discrete-time dynamical systems are introduced.

Second, several well

accepted notions of stability are stated and discussed.

Third, since the

second method of Lyapunov stability relies on the existence of a positive
definite function, definitions of time-invariant and time dependent positive
definite and positive semidefinite functions are presented along with specific
examples to clarify the concepts. Next, six main theorems on Lyapunov
stability, which constitute the heart of the chapter, are stated and their
proofs included. Finally, the important notions of uniform boundedness and
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uniform ultimate boundedness are introduced, as they are extensions of
Lyapunov stability.
In Chapter 3 we develop several control strategies which steer the state
trajectory of a linear time-invariant discrete-time dynamical system without
uncertainties onto a hyperplane where the given system has certain desirable
characteristics such as stability and reduced dimension.

The controller

design strategies are based on the idea of a sliding mode of continuous-time
variable structure control systems on a switching hyperplane. Additionally,
we present a recent and effective hyperplane design methodology in order to
facilitate the design of these types of controllers.
In Chapter 4 we propose a solution to the problem of stabilization of a
class of discrete-time uncertain dynamical systems where the "nominal"
system is linear and the uncertainties do not depend on the control input.
The approach used to solve this problem is of a deterministic nature, i.e., no
knowledge of the statistical behavior of the uncertain elements is assumed,
except the bounded sets that they belong to.

The type of controller

proposed in this development utilizes full state feedback and at least
guarantees uniform boundedness and uniform ultimate boundedness of the
solution of the closed loop system.
In Chapter 5 we extend the results obtained in Chapter 4 and propose
an output feedback controller, which under some not very restrictive
assumptions solves the same problem posed in the previous chapter.
In Chapter 6 we make an attempt to unify the theories developed in
Chapters 3 and 4.

5

Finally, in Chapter 5, we present a summary along with the open
problems that still remain to be solved.
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CHAPTER H
DISCRETE-TIME CONTROL SYSTEMS STABILITY ANALYSIS
VIA THE “SECOND METHOD” OF LYAPUNOV

2.1.

introduction

The purpose of the chapter is a review of the application of the second
method of Lyapunov to determine the stability properties of discrete-time
dynamic systems described ordinary difference equations.
The essence of Lyapunov’s second method lies on the fact that the
stability of a discrete-time dynamical system governed by a difference
equation can be determined without actually having to solve such an
equation (1,2,3,4,5,6].

2.2.

DESCRIPTION

OF

DISCRETE-TIME

DYNAMICAL

SYSTEMS
Throughout this chapter, we shall study systems that are governed by
the vector difference equation
xCtk+i) = f(tk»x(tk)? u(tk)) \

(2.1)

where tk is a discrete value of time, kGZ; x(tk)£lRn is the state vector;
is the input (control) vector and f£lRn is a vector-valued function,
and Z denotes the set of integers.

•

.
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We now introduce the following definitions

Definition 2.2.1. The discrete-time dynamic system (2.1) is said to be free
(unforced), if u(tk) = 0 , Vtk , k€Z, that is,
x(*k+i) = fltk^tk))

(2.2)

Definition 2.2.2. The discrete-time dynamic system (2.1) is stationary if f
does not explicitly depend on tk, i.e.,
x^k+l) = f(x(y> u(tk))

Definition 2.2.3.

(2.3)

If a discrete-time dynamic system is both free and

stationary, it is autonomous, namely,
x^k+i) = f(x(y)

(2-4)

Definition 2.2.4. The state xe is an equilibrium state of the free discretetime dynamic system (2.2) if
xe = f(tk,xe),

V tk ,

(2.5)

in other words, the solution to (2.2) starting in state xe at time t0 is (2.5) for
all tk > t0, where the symbol V means “for all”.
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2.3.

DISCRETE-TIME

DYNAMICAL

SYSTEMS

STABILITY

DEFINITIONS
Although, many stability definitions have been proposed for continuous
time systems, only the ones, as applied to discrete-time systems, in this
report shall be discussed in this section.

Definition 2.3.1. An equilibrium state xe of a free discrete-time dynamic
system is stable if, given any e > 0, eGK, there exists a 5(t0,e) > 0 such that
llxo -xell < <5(t0,e) implies llx(tk) - xell < e , V tk > t0, where x0 = x(t0) and
x(tk) is the solution 0(tk;xo,to) to (2.2). In the above inequalities, INI refers
to the standard Euclidean norm. This concept of stability is illustrated in
Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. Definition of stability (second order case)
As shown in the above Figure 2.1, this notion of stability (also known as
stability in the sense of Lyapunov or i.s.L.) is of the local type, namely, it
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states that if the equilibrium state xe is stable, then every solution
x(tk) = 0(tk>xo>^o) to (2.2), starting in the neighborhood of xe must stay
arbitrarily close to xe for all tk’s, tk > t0.

Definition 2.3.2. An equilibrium state xe of a free discrete-time dynamic
system is asymptotically stable if
(i)

it is stable (i.s.L.) and

(ii)

every trajectory x(tk) = <^(tk;x0,t0) starting sufficiently close to xe
converges to Xg as tk—kx>. In other words, for a given fJ, > 0, /U£IR,
there

exist

real

numbers

llx0 — xell < 7(t0)

7(t0) > 0

implies

and

that

T(/i,x0,t0)

such

that

I lx(tk) — xe \\<fi, s/

tk > t0 + T(^,Xo,t0).

As seen in Figure 2.2, asymptotic stability is also a local concept, since
it is only known that there exists some region in the state space around the
equilibrium state such that all motions starting from within that region are
asymptotically stable, however, one does not know a priori how small <5(t0)
may have to be.
The definition of asymptotic stability also implies that all motions that
start at the same distance from xe shall remain at a distance no larger than
fj, from xe at arbitrarily large values of time.

Figure 2.2. Illustration of asymptotic stability (second order case)
Definition 2.3.3. An equilibrium state xe of a free discrete-time dynamic
system is asymptotically stable in the large or globally asymptotically stable,

i)

it is stable and
every motion converges to xe as k—kx>, namely, x(tk)
Asymptotic stability in the large results if all the trajectories of the

system converge to the equilibrium state xe as k—kx>, that is, the region of
attraction is the entire state space IRn, where the region of attraction is
defined by B#(t()) = {xGlRn : llx(tk) - xell < £(t0)}.
Note that if a discrete-time system is autonomous (free and stationary),
then 8 and T in the above definitions do not depend on t0.
The concept of equiasymptotic stability of xe is now introduced. It is a
stronger concept than asymptotic stability, in fact, the former implies the
latter.
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Definition 2.3.4. An equilibrium state xe of a free discrete-time dynamic
system is equiasymptotically stable if
(i)

it is stable

(ii)

given /i > 0, fx£TR,

there exists anumberT(//,r,t0) such

IM>(tk;x0,t0)ll = lbc(tk)ll < fJ,

Vtk > t0+ T(;U,r,t0)

that

whenever

I bc0 — xe 11 < r(t0), with r(t0) > 0 a fixed constant that does not depend
on f.i or x0. In other words, every motion starting sufficiently dose to
xe converges to xe as tk—»-oo uniformly in x0.

Definition 2.3.5. An equilibrium state xe of a free discrete-time dynamic
system is equiasymptotically stable in the large if
(i)

it is stable,

(ii)

all motions are bounded, and

(iii)

all motions </>(tk;x0,t0) = x(tk), with x0 and t0 arbitrary, converge to xe
as tk increases, i.e., Ilx(tk) — xe 11—K) as tk—>oo.

Definition 2.3.6. An equilibrium state xe of a free discrete-time dynamic
system is uniformly stable if given any e > 0, eElR, there exists a number
8(e) > 0, 5(e)GlR, such that if llx0 — xell < 8(e) then ll<^(tk;x0,t0) — xe 11 < e for
all tk ^ f^o*
The difference between the concepts of stability and uniform stability is
that the real number 8 can be chosen independently of the initial time t0 in
the case of uniform stability. Therefore, one should bear in mind that while
a system may be stable (i.s.L.), it may not be uniformly stable because 8
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may always depend on t0.

Definition 2.3.7. An equilibrium state xe of a free discrete-time dynamic
system is uniformly asymptotically stable if
(i)

it is uniformly stable and

(ii)

given

fx > 0,

fx£lR,

there

exists

ll<^(tk;x0,t0) — xell < ^

for

all

a

number

T(fx)

> t0 + T(/u)

such

that

whenever

I lx0 — xe II < 7, 7 > 0 being a real number which does not depend on fx
or x0.

Definition 2.3.8. An equilibrium state xe of a free discrete-time dynamic
system is uniformly asymptotically stable in the large (uniformly globally
asymptotically stable) if
(i)

it is uniformly stable,

(ii)

all motions are uniformly bounded, that is, given any 7 > 0, 7EIR,
there exists some B(7) such that Ibq, — xell < 7 implies that ll</>(tk;x0,tQ)
— xe 11 < B for all tk > t0, and

(iii)

every motion d>(tk;x0,t0), with x0 and t0 arbitrary, converges uniformly
in I lx011 < 7; 7 > 0 is fixed but arbitrarily large, to xe with increasing
tk (as k—>00).

13
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2.4. POSITIVE DEFINITE FUNCTIONS
This section reviews the concepts of positive definite and of positive
semidefinite functions, since they are central to the development of the
Lyapunov stability theory. [5,6].

2.4.1. Time-invariant Positive Definite Functions
Let V(x) be a real scalar function of the vector x, i.e., V:IRn—dR, and
let S be a closed bouned region in the x space which conains the origin.

Definition 2.4.1.1. The function V(x) is locally positive semidefinite in S if,
for all x and S
(i)

V(0) = 0 and

(ii)

V(x) > 0.

Definition 2.4.1.2. The function V(x) is locally positive definite in S, if for
all x in S
(i)

V(0) = 0 and

(ii)

V(x) > 0, for all x ^ 0, x£S

Definition 2.4.1.3. The function V(x) is positive definite if

0)

v(o)

o,

(ii)

V(x) > 0, for all x^0, xElRn, and

(iii)

V(x)—kx> as llxll —>-oo, uniformly in x.

4
.
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Notice that the difference between the last two definitions is that the
latter is a global type of concept.

Example 2.4.1.1.

Let V^x) = x2, x^ = [x1 x2], then V^x) is a positive

semidefinite function because while V^(x) = 0, the vector x may not be
identically zero.

Example 2.4.1.2. Let V2(x) — x 2 + x|, xT = [xj x2j, then V2(x) is positive
definite function since (i) and (ii) in definition 2.4.1.3 are clearly satisfied.
Moreover, (iii) is satisfied because V2(x) = I lx 112 where I lx 11 is the Euclidean
norm in 1R2.

2.4.2. Time Dependent Positive Definite Functions
Let W(tk,x) be a real scalar function of time tk and of the vector x, that
is, W : IR+xIRn dR, and let S be a closed bouned region in the x space
which contains the origin.

Definition 2*4.2.1. The function W(tk,x) is locally positive semidefinite in
S if, for all x in S and tk
(i)

W(tk,0) = 0, V tjj; and

(ii)

W(tk,x) > 0, V tk and x€S.

-

■

■'
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Definition 2.4.2.2. The function W(tk,x) is locally positive definite in S, if
for all x in S
(i)

there exists a continuous scalar functin a such that «(0) = 0, a('/) > 0,

(ii)

W(tk,0) = 0, V tk, and

(in)

for all tk and all x^O, x(ES, W(tk,x) > a(llxll).

Definition 2.4.2.3. The function W(tk,x) is positive definite if (i)-(ii) same
as definition 3.22, and
(iii) for all tk and all x ^ 0 xEKn, W(tk,x) > a(llxll).
Definition 2.4.2.2 (2.4.2.3) shows that a function of tk and x is locally
positive definite (positive definite) if and only if it dominates, at each instant
of time tk,

where Iff denotes the set of natural numbers and over some

closed bouned region S in the space of x which includes the orgin (the entire
space IRn), a continuous real scalar function

ck( llxll).

Condition (iii) in the

last two definitions is often replaced with (iiia) there exists a positive definite
function V(x), V : lRn—dR (time-invariant), such that W(tk,x) > V(x), V
tk > 0, V xES (xGlRn).

Definition 2.4.2.4. A function W : IR+xIRn-->1R is said to be decrescent in
S if there exists a function /?(•) such that W(tk,x) < /?(IbclI), V tk > 0 and V
xGS. ■
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Example 2.4.2.I. Let W^t^x) = (x| + x|) e tk, xT = [Xl x2], then Wx is
positive semidefinite since W^t^x)-—K) as tk—+oo for all x ^ 0.

Example 2.4.2.2. Let W2(tk,x) = (xf + x|) (t| + .1), xT = [xx x2], then W2
is positive definite because it dominates the positive definite, time-invariant
function W2(x) = xf + xf.

Example 2.4.2.3. Let W3(tk,x) = (xf + xf)/(tk2 + 1), xT = [kj x2], then W3
is positive definite and decrescent.

2.5. LYAPUNOV STABILITY THEOREMS FOR DISCRETE-TIME
DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
Consider the discrete-time free dynamic systems
x(tk+i) = f(tk>x(tk)) ,

(2.6)

which has the origin as an equilibrium state, i.e., xe = 0. Furthermore, we
assume that
f(tk,0) = 0, V tk .

(2.7)

Let the solution of (2.6) be denoted by
^(tkiXo^o) = x(tk)

(2.8)

#o;x0)t0)=x0 V x0, t0

(?.9)

#k+i;x(tk),tk) = x(tk+1) = f(tk,x(tk)), Vx(tk), tk,

(2.10)

such that

for any initial state x0, any initial time t0, and any time tk.
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Theorem 2.1. The equilibrium point xe = 9 at time t0 of (2,6) is stable if
there exists a positive definite function W(tk,x) in some neighborhood Ss of
the origin such that
AW(tk,x) = rate of increase of W along motion starting at x, tk
= [w^k+i^k+iPby - w(tk,x)]/(tk+1 - tk)
< 0, V tk > t0, V x£Ss = {x : lbcll < s}

(2.11)

Proofs To show that 9 is a stable equilibrium point at time t0, we have to
show that, given any e > 0, we

can find a

5(t0,e) > 0 such that

lbc0ll < <5(t0,e) implies llx(tk)ll < e, V tk > t0. Now, given e > 0, pick 8 > 0
such that
P(t0,8) = sup (W(t0,x)} < a(e)

(2.12)

llxllctf

hence, a(8) < 0{to,8).
Notice that such a 8 can always be found, since a(e) > 0 for e > 0 and
0(8,to)—*0 as 8—K).

.

Suppose llx011 < 8, then W(t0,x0) < /?(t0,<5) < a(e). But AW(tk,x) < 0, V
tk > t0 and V x£Ss implies that
W(tk,x) < W(t0,x0) < Oi(e), V tk > t0 whenever llxll < 8 ,

(2.13)

now, since W(tk,x(tk)) > a(lbc(tk)ll), we have that
o(llx(tk)ll) < W(tk,x(tk)) < W(t0,xo) < a(e) ,
which implies that lbc(tk)ll < e, since
function.

ol

(2.14)

is a scalar nondecreasing and positive
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.

Theorem 2.2. The equilibrium point xe = 9 at time t0 of (2.6)

□

is uniformly

stable if in addition to the conditions of Theorem 2.1, W(tk,x) is descrescent
in Ss.

■

Proof: We want to show that given e > 0, we can find a 8(e) > 0 such that
Hx0li < 8(e) implies llx(tk)ll < e, V tk > t0. Because W(tk,x) is decrescent,
there exists a nondecreasing function f3(i), with /?(0) = 0 and such that
W(tk,x) < /?(llxll), V xGSs = {x : llxll < 1} and V tk. If we pick 8 > 0 such
that
(3(8)= sup {sup (W(tk,x)}} < a(e) ,

(2.15)

llxlki tk>to

then 8 only depends on e. Moreover, suppose that lbc0ll < 8, with arbitrary
t0. Then
< /?(<5) < «(e) •

(2.16)

Now, AW(tk,x) < 0, V tk > t0 and V xGSs implies that
W(tk,x) < W(t0,x0) , V tk > t0 , V xGSs .

(2.17)

Therefore, noting that a( I Ix(tk) II) < W(tk,x(tk)), we get
«(llx(tk)ll) < W(tk,x(tk)) < W(t0,x0) < 13(8) < a{e)

(2.18)

from which we conclude that I bc(tk) 11 < e whenever llx0ll < 8(e), since a is a
scalar nondecreasing and positive function.

□
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A stronger stability concept of the eqiuilbrium point xe = 0 is now
presented, namely, equiasymptotic stability since it implies asymptotic
stability.

Theorem 2.3.

The equilibrium point xe = 9 at time t0 of (2.6) is

equiasymptotically stable if
(i)

it is stable (in the sense of Theorem 2.1) and

(ii)

there exists a continuous scalar function 7 such that 7(0) = 0 and, for
all tk and x ^ 0, x£Ss
AW(tk,x) < — 7(11x11) < 0 .

(2.19)

Proof: Since the stability of xe = 0 has already been proved in Theorem
2.1, it only has to be shown that ll</>(tk;x0,t0)ll = llx(tk)ll—K) as tk—»oo
uniformly in x0.
From assumption (i), there exists a continuous scalar nondecreasing
function a such that a(0) = 0 and Vx =£ 0, xGSs, a(llxll) < W(tk,x). Now,
given j.i > 0, /u€lR, pick r(t0) > 0 such that
/?(t0,r) = sup {W(t0,x)} < a(s)

(2.20)

llxlkr

The choice of r(t0) is illustrated in Figure 2.3. Thus, if llx0ll < r(t0), then
W(t0,xo) < 7?(t0,r) < a(s) ,
pick rx > 0 such that

(2.21)
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r lie* in this interval

Figure 2.3. Selection of r.

/?(Wi) = min{a(/i), /?(t0,r)} ,

(2.22)

and define
T(t0,M,r) =

(2.23)

7(ri)

Assume ll^(tn;x0,t0)ll = llx(tn)ll > rx for some t0 < tn < t0 + T.
further that T = tm — t0 for some integer m > 0.

Assume

Then for llx0ll < r(t0),

0 < ^-v{r j) < W(t0 -f T/^to + T;x0,t0)), by hypothesis (i). But
W(t0 + T^(t0 + Tpqj.to)) = W(t0,Xo) + “f* AWft^x) (tn+1 -1„)
n=0

m—1
< W(t0,x0) - X! 7(llxll)(tn+1-tn) , by (ii)

<W(t0,x0)- X 7(ri)(tn+1-tn) ,
11=0

since

I lx(tn) II > rj «=► 7(11x11) > 7(rx) => - 7(11x11) < - 7^),

thus

21
m—1

W(t0 + T,0(to + T;x0),t0) < /?(t0,r) - 7(rx) £ (tn+1- tn), from (2.19)
n=0

W(t0 + T,^(t0 + T;x0,t0)) < /2(t0,r) - 7(ri)(tm-t0) = /?(t0,r) - 7(rx)T
< /?(t0,r) — a(s) < 0 , using (2.22) .
Clearly,

0 < a(rx) < /?(r,t0) — cy(s) <0

is

a

contradiction.

Therefore

= Hx(tn)H < rx for some t0 < tn < t0 + T. We then conclude
that for tk > tn,
a(ll^(tk;x0,to)ll) < W(tk,<£(tk;x0,t0)) < W(tn,<£(tn;x0,t0)) < /^tf,,^) ,
using (2.21) we see that /?(t0,rx) < ot([x), hence a(ll^(tk;x0,t0)ll) < a(/u), which
implies that ll</>(tk;x0,t0)ll <

/i

for tk > t0 + T, whenever I bc011 < r(t0).
.

□

Theorem 2.4. The equilibrium point xe — 6 at time t0 of (2.6) is uniformly
asymptotically stable if
(i)

it is uniformly stable (in the sense of Theorem 2.2) and

(ii)

there exists a continuous scalar function 7 such that 7(0) = 0 and, for
all tk and x ^ 0, xESs
AW(tk,x) < — 7(11x11) < 0 .

(2.24)
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Proof: Here again, we only need to show the uniform convergence of the
motions of (2.6) to the equilibrium point xe = 0, that is, we have to show
that I l^>(t]c;x0,t0) 11—K) as tk—k>o uniformly in t0 whenever llx0ll < r (r is
independent of t0 and x0), since uniform stability has already been proved in
Theorem 2.2.
From the hypotheses of the theorem, there exists three scalar
continuous nondecreasing functions a, j3, and 7 such that
a(0) = /3(0) = 7(0) = 0 and V tk and Vx^, x€Ss
ct(lbcll) < W(tk,x) < /?(llxll)

(2.25)

7( I be 11) < — AW(tk,x) .

(2.26)

f3(r) = sup {sup (W(tk,x)}} < a(s)

(2.27)

Pick r and rj such that

llxlKr

^(ri) = mm{a(/j.),/3(r)} .

(2.28)

T = Tt“) = -#4- > 0
P(rl)

(2.29)

Define

As in the case of the proof of the previous theorem, we find that
ll</>(tn;x0,t0)ll = lbc(tn)ll < 7X for some t0 < tn < t0 + T. The difference here
is that r is independent of t0 and T only depends on fx. We therefore have
that for llx0ll < r and tk > tn
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a(ll<£(tk;Xo,to)ll) < W(tk,</>(tk;x0,t0)) < W(tn,</>(tn;x0,t0)) , by(2.24) and (2.25)
<

, since lbc(tn)ll < ^

< «(/i) < by (2.28)
We conclude that ll<^(tk;x0,t0)ll = lbc(tk)ll < [J, for tk > t0 + T(/i), whenever
IIxq) < r,

since

ck

is

a

nondecreasing

scalar

function,

and

that

ll#k;xo>to)H—’*0 as tk—KX3 uniformly in t0 when I lx011 < r.

□

Theorem 2.5.

The equilibrium point xe = 6 at time t0 of (2.6) is

equiasymptotically stable
W(tk,x)

in the large if there exists a scalar function

which ispositive definite for all

xGIR11,

radially unbounded, i.e.,

a(Ibcll) < W(tk,x) with a (Ibcll) —»-oo as Ibcll —>-oo, and the rate of increase of W
along the motion starting at x, tk, AW(tk,x), is negative definite for all
x 5^ 6, xG!Rn, i.e., AW(tk,x) < —^(Ibcll) <0.

Proof:

Stability of xe = 6 was already proved in Theorem 2.1.

We

therefore proceed as follows. Because W(tk,x) is radially unbounded, for any
constant B > 0, BE1R, there exists a B' > 0, B'GIR such that or(B') > /?(t0,B).
Such a B' can be picked as follows:
Let

a(B') = min (W(t0,x)}
llxll>B'

this procedure is illustrated in Figure 2.4.
Now, for lbc0ll < B and tk > t0, we have

>/?(t0,B) ,(2.30)
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“(BO >

since

a

negative

> W(t0lXo) > W(tk)(6(tk;x0,t0)) > o(ll^(tlix0,t0)ll) ,

definite

AW(tk,x)

implies

that

for

tk > t0,

W(tk,^(tk;x0,to)) < W(t0,x0), and the positive definiteness of W implies that
W{tk,4>{tk;x0,t0)) > a(ll0(tk;xo,to)ll). Therefore, I l<£(tk;x0,t0) 11 < B' for tk > t0
when every I bc011 < B, in other words, all motions of the system described by
(2.6) are bounded.

Figure 2.4. The choice of B'.
For any given fj, > 0, /J,£TR, choose 3 such that
P(t0,8) <

(2.31)

and define
T =

q(BQ
>0
7(3)

(2.32)

Using an argument similar to the one used in the last two theorems, we find
that if we assume that Il0(tn;xo,to)ll >3 for some t0 < tn < t0 + T, and
IIxq.II < B, we get
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0 < a(S) < W(t0 + T,#0 + T;x0,t0)) < W(t0,x0) - 7(<5)T < /?(t0,B) -'<*(B') < 0 ,
a

contradiction,

which

implies

that

I l</>(tn;x0,t0) 11 — llx(tn)ll < 8

for

t0 < tn < t0 + T. Now, for llx0ll < B and for tk > tn, we get
a(ll^(tk;x0,to)ll) < W(tk,</>(tk;x0,t0)) < W(tn,<^>(tn;x0,t0)) < /5(t0,<5) < a(fi) ,
or that ll</>(tjc;x0,t0)ll = Hx(tk)ll < [i for tk > t0 + T whenever llx0ll < B.

□

Theorem 2.6. The equilibrium point xe = 6 at time t0 of (2.6) is uniformly
asymptotically stable in the large if in addition to the hypotheses of the
previous theorem, W(tk,x) is decrescent for all tk > t0 and x(ESs.

Proofs

Since uniform stability of xe = # has already been proved in

Theorem 2.2, we can show that every motion of (2.6) converges to xe = 9
uniformly in I lx011 < B and t0, with B fixed but arbitrarily large, as tk—*oo in
the same manner as in the preceding theorem once we choose B' > 0 and
8 > 0, given B > 0 and n > 0, B, /i(ElR, that is, once we pick B; and 8 such
that
a-(B') > /3(B) ,

(2.33)

fl(8) < a(/i) ,

(2.34)

and

since the assumptions of the theorem imply the existence of three scalar,
continuous, nondecreasihg functions a, (3 and 7 such that for x ^ 9, x£lRn
and V tk,
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a(llxll) < W(tk,x) < /?(llxll) ,

(2.35)

7(lbcll) < - AW(tk,x) ,

(2.36)

and
a(lbcll)

■oo as

(2.37)

□

2.6. EXTENSIONS OF LYAPUNOV STABILITY THEORY OF
DISCRETE-TIME DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
We now adapt to discrete-time dynamic systems the notions of uniform
boundedness and uniform ultimate boundedness of uncertain continuoustime systems which were utilized by Corless and Leitmann [7] in the context
of continuous-time dynamical systems.

Definition 2.6.1. The solution of (2.6) are uniformly bounded if and only if
given any compact subset S of the state space IRn, there exists d(S)eiR+
such that if x(*) : [tk(;tki)-*IRn is any solution of (2.6) with Xo = x(tko)ES,
then lbc(tk) 11 < d(S) for all tkE[tko,tki).

Definition 2.6.2. Given any subset B of the state space ]Rn, the solutions
of (2.6) are uniformly ultimately bounded within B if and only if given any
compact

subset

S

of

]Rn,

there

exists

T(S,B)EIR+

such

that

if

x(*) : [tk0>oo)-*1Rl1 is any solution of (2.6) with x0 = x(tko)€S,. x(tk)QB V
tk > tko + T(S,B).
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2.7. CONCLUSIONS
The application of the second method of Lyapunov to the study of the
stability of discrete-time dynamic systems modeled by difference equations
clearly shows that uniform asymptotic stability in the large implies
equiasymptotic stability in the large and uniform asymptotic stability;
uniform asymptotic stability implies equiasymptotic stability and uniform
stability. Finally, either uniform stability or equiasymptotic stability implies
stability.
As made evident in the above development, Lyapunov’s second method
has been applied to systems described by the time-varying, generally
nonlinear difference equation (2.6). In so far as discrete-time linear time
invariant systems are concerned, other well-known tests exist which
determine their stability properties in a rather straight forward manner
[8,9,10].
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CHAPTER HI
STABILIZATION OF DISCRETE-TIME DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
VIA PROJECTION METHODS

3.1.INTRODUCTION
We shall look at the problem of stabilizing linear time-invariant discrete
dynamical systems and provide a solution based on a nonclassical approach.
More precisely, we shall solve the stability problem by steering the state
trajectory of the system towards a desired hyperplane and keep it on it until
it reaches the origin. The idea behind constraining the system to a
particular hyperplane is to reduce the system’s dimension and to tailor its
stability properties.
The method we shall utilize is based on ideas used in continuous-time
variable Structure control systems [11,12,13,14,15] and specially from the
results on continuous-time dynamical systems with high feedback gain
obtained by Utkin [31] and by Marino [32], since these types of systems
behave like variable structure systems as the feedback gain becomes large.
We shall first find a solution to the single-input system case and then
generalize it to the multiple-input case.
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3.2. CONTROLLER DESIGN I
We first consider a single-input linear time-invariant discrete-time
dynamical system described by tbe following difference equation
xk+1 = Axk + Buk , x0=xko

(3.1)

Whire Xk€JRn, uk£]R, A and B are constant matrices of hjjprPftfiate
dimensions.

Assumption Al. Tbe pair (A,B) is completely controllable, i.e., we can
transform (3.1) into the controllable canonical form

xk+l =

o

1

0

0

0

1

:

:

0

...

0

0

;

0

o
0

Xk +

1

— al — a2 ........... — an_

uk

(3.2)

0
1

Define
°k = °(xk) = Sxk .

(3.3)

where S is a lxn matrix whose components are yet to be determined.
Our goal is to drive system (3.1) to the hyperplane <rk = 0 as fast as
possible and to have it slide on it towards the origin.

Theorem 3.1: If system (3.2) is constrained to the hyperplane <Jk = 0, then
the equivalent system has (n-l)-dimension.
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Proof: Without loss of generality, assume that the nth component of S is
equal to one, i.e., sn = 1. Then if <rk = 0, that is, when the trajectory xk of
system (3.2) reaches the hyperplane Sxk = 0 at the kth step,
Sixi(k) + s2x2(k) + ... + xn(k) = 0 ,
from which we get
xn(k) = “ sixi(k) ~ s2x2(k)

(3.4)

Moreover, if system (3.2) remains on erk = 0, then it is also true that
<xk+i = 0, namely,
^k+i = ®xk+i = SAxk + SBuk = 0 ,
or
uk = “ (SB) 1SAxk = - 2 (ai + sj-i) xj(k) , s0 = 0 .
i=l*

(3.5)

*
Substituting uk = uk into (3.2), we get
0

1

0

0

0

1

xk+i =
0 0
0 — s, ...

0
0
xk
1
— s.n—1

but the nth component of the state vector xk is given by (3.4), thus
0
0

1
0

xk+i =
0
0
-Si —s2
where

0
1

0
0
1
"sn—1

*

(3.6)
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*k = [xx(k) ... xn_!(k)]T .
Therefore, the system (3.6), which we shall designate as the equivalent
system, is (n-l)-dimensional.
O'
Let the function V(*) : IR11—*-lR+ be given by
V(xk) 4 ^(xk)

(3.7)

where
]R+ = [0,oo)
and o(xk) is given by (3.3).

Assumption A2. The matrix S is such that its components are chosen to
yield an asymptotically stable equivalent system.
.We now state the following theorem:

Theorem 3.2: If the matrix S£lRlx11 is chosen according to assumption
(A2), and if the controller
uk = E (^+1Si - Sj-i - aj) Xj(k) , s0 = 0 ,
i=l

(3.8)

where X6(0,l), s, is the ith component of the lxn matrix S and aj is the ith
element of the last row of the A matrix in (3.2); is applied to system (3.2),
then the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable for all xkGlRn and the
hyperplane o(xk) = 0 is approached asymptotically for any initial condition
x0^Ker(S).
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Proof: Let V(xk) as defined above be a generalized Lyapunov function
candidate-

A sufficient condition for the closed-loop system to be

asymptotically stable is that the first forward difference of the generalized
Lyapunov function candidate, AV(xk), be negative for all xk£lRn, i.e., we
require that (see Chapter 2)
Av(xk) = v(xk+i) - V(xk) < 0 , V xk£JRn .
Now,
v(xk+i) = ^(xk+i) >
but
°txk+l); ~ Sxk+1
— SAxk + SBuk .
Substituting the A and B matrices of (3.2) into the above equation yields
:’V

n

^k+i) = £ (si-i + ai)xk + uk
i=l

(3.9)

Utilizing the proposed controller (3.8) in (3.9) produces
tf(xk+l) = ^+1 £ sixi(k)
i=l

(3.10)

Hence,
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v(xk+i) = X2k+V(xk) >
and
AVjxk) • I

- i)n=(x,:).

;(3.n)

For xk0Cer(S), namely, when the representative point xk lies outside the
hyperplane o(xk) = 0 or o(xk) ^ 0, then AY(xk) < 0 since X(E(0,1).
For xkGKer(S), i.e., when the representative point xk lies on the
hyperplane o(xk) = 0, we proceed as follows. We first note that (3.8) can be
rewritten as
uk = Xk+1o(xk) - £ (si_1 + ai)xi(k) ,
i=l

(3.12)

Thus, if o(xk) = 0, then uk is equal to the equivalent control uk, which is
given by (3.5). Additionally, if the components of S are picked according to
assumption

(A2),

then

asymptotically stable,

the

(n-l)-dimensional

equivalent

system

is

which implies that the closed-loop system is

asymptotically stable for xk£Ker(S).
We therefore conclude that if we apply (3.8) to (3.2), the resulting
closed-loop system is asymptotically stable for all xkElEtn.
To show that the trajectory of the closed-loop system approaches the
hyperplane o(xk) = 0 asymptotically for x0^Ker(S) we note that
^xk+l) = Xk+Mxk) >
which implies that
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°(xk) = (n x‘)<7(xo)
i=l
k

Ei
■ X' 1 a(x0)

= Xk(k+1)/2 o(x0) .

(3.13)

Clearly, o(xk)—K) as k—k>o for all o(x0) ^ 0 since XE(0,1).

□
To shed more light on the claim that the closed-loop system is
asymptotically stable for xkEKer(S), we note that when uk = uk is applied to
(3.2), the resulting system is given by
0

1

0

0

0

1

xk+i

0 0
0 — Sjl

...

0
:

0
1

xk.

(3.14)

— sn—1

whose characteristics polynomial is
p(z) = z(zn_1 + sn_1zn—2 + ... + S2z + sx) = zp*(z) ,

(3.15)

where p (z) is the characteristic polynomial of the equivalent system (3.6).
Therefore,

if the

sj’s

are such that the equivalent system is

asymptotically stable, then the closed-loop system (3.14) is asymptotically
istat>l§ for xkEK(S), since p(z) has one extra root at zero, which ig
inside the unit circle.
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Example 3.1: Let system (3.1) be given by

x(k+l) =

0 1
-2 2

*00 +

u(k) ,

(3.16)

with open-loop eigenvalues 1+j and 1-j.
When constrained to the desired hyperplane, we would

first

order equivalent system to have an eigenvalue at 0.5.
On the hyperplane spq + s2x2 = 0, we have that
xi(k+l) = - — xx*(k) ,

(3.17)

s2

By assumption, s2 = 1. Thus, if we choose sx = — 0.5, then the first order
equivalent system is given by
Xj^k+l) = 0.5 Xj(k) ,

(3.18)

which has the desired eigenvalue at 0.5.
We have thus designed the hyperplane to be
— 0.5x1+x2 = 0.

(3.19)

For simulation purposes, we let X = 0.5, the controller (3.8) is then
given by
u(k) = (2 - 0.5(0.5)k+1)xx(k) + (-1.5 + (0.5)k+1)x2(k) ,

(3.20)

and the closed-loop system by

x(k+l) =

0
1
— 0.5(0.5)k+1 0.5 + (0.5)k+1 x(k)

Choose x0 = [25 10]T. Clearly, x0^Ker ([—0.5 l]).

(3.21)
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Figure 3.1 shows that the hyperplane (3.19) is reached asymptotically as
the time index k increases.

Note that because of computer word size

limitations, the hyperplane (3.19) appears to be reached in a finite number
of steps. Fig. 3.2 illustrates the resulting phase plane plot of x* and x2.
Finally, Fig. 3,3 shows the time history of the control effort given by eq.
(3.20).

We now choose x0 = [20 10]T, xoEKer([—0.5 l]).
Figure 3.4 makes it evident that the representative point xk slides on
the hyperplane — 0.5xx + x2 = 0 toward the origin. Figure 3.5 shows that
the trajectory of the closed-loop system stays on the Kernel of S,
S = [—0.5 1] for all kEN. The control effort uk = uk is shown in Figure 3.6.

Example 3.2: Let system (3.1) now be given by

*k+l =

0 1
0
0
0 0
1 *k + 0 uk
-10 8 “3
.1,

(3.22)

with open-loop eigenvalues located at -5, 1 + j and 1 — j.
Again, when constrained to the desired hyperplane, we would like the
second order equivalent system to have its two eigenvalues located at 0.2 +
j0.5 and 0.2 - j0.5.
On the desired hyperplane s^Xj + s2x2 + x3 == 0, we have that the
equivalent second order system is given by
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Fig. 3.1. Time history of a, c^Xq) — —2.5.

Fig. 3.2. Phase-plane plot of xr and x2, XQ0Cer(S).
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♦

» muiai a ■a an

Fig. 3.3. Time history of control effort uk.

we a a a a a a a a a

Fig. 3.4. Time history of o(xk), xk€Ker(S).
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Fig. 3.5. Phase-plane plot of xx and x2.

a S-O ■ tt
Fig. 3.6. Control effort.
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*

0
“Si

xk+r =

1

*

-s2

(3.23)

xk

with the characteristic polynomial
p(z) = z2 + s2z + sx

(3.24)

We can easily show that if we choose sx = 0.29 and s2 — — 0.4, then
*

_

xk+i =

0

1

_o.29 0.4 xk

(3.25)

has the desired eigenvalues at 0.2 -f j0.5 and 0.2 - j0.5. Moreover, the
desired hyperplane is finally determined to be
0.29XJ - 0.4x2 + x3 = 0 .

(3.26)

Again, for simulation purposes, let \ = 0.5, the controller (3.8) then becomes
uk ^ (10 + 0.29(0.5)k+1)Xl(k) + (-8.29 - 0.4(0.5)k+1)x2(k)
+ (3.4 + (0.5)k+1)x3(k) ,

(3.27)

and the closed-loop system is given by

xk+i =

0
0

1
0

0
1

xk

(3.28)

0.29(0.95)k+1 — 0.29 — 0.4(0.95)k+1 0.4 + (0.95)k+1

With x0 — [25 15 10]T, x0^Ker(S), S = [0.29 —0.4 l], Figure 3.7 shows
that the system trajectory reaches the hyperplane (3.26) asymptotically as
the time index k increases. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show the time history of
x1( x2, x3 and u.
3.2.1 Multi-input System Case

cr<*>

5.73

♦am a a a a a a a

0 00

Fig. 3.7. Time history of a.

23.0

■

X1 *

x3 ♦

-1.20

Fig. 3.8. Time history of x1? x2, x3.
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1. 26

«

. 59?

-065
32

Fig. 3.9. Control effort uk.

We now consider the case when ukQRm, i.e., when the discrete-time
dynamical system is described by
xk+1 - Axk +Buk , x0 =xko,

(3.29)

where xk£!Rn, uk€lRm, A and B are constant matrices, AGIRnxn and B£lRnxm.
We will show in this subsection that the results we obtained for singleinput systems can be extended to multi-input systems. Let the generalized
Lyapunov function candidate V be given by
v(xk) = ^(xkMx,,),
where o(xk) is given by (3.3), except that SQRmxn.

!

(3.30)
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Theorem 3.3: If the pair (A,B) is completely controllable and the matrix
SElRmxn is chosen such that when the trajectory of the system is constrained
to lie on Ker(S), the (n—m)st order equivalent system is asymptotically stable
and det(SB) # 0 then the controller
uk = (SB)"'1[Ak+1S - SA]xk ,

(3.31)

where A is an mxm real symmetric positive definite convergent matrix (see
Appendix A for the

definition of . a

convergent matrix), yields an

asymptotically stable closed-loop system whose trajectory reaches the
hyperplane Ker(S) asymptotically whenever x0^Ker(S).
Proof: Using the same type of reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we
can show that
Av(xk) = ^(xk) (A2k+2 - lMxk) •

(3-32)

where I = In is the nxn identity matrix. Clearly, if xk^Ker(S), i.e., a(xk) V 0,
then AV(xk) < G because A2k+2 — I is a negative definite symmetric matrix,
V kQR If, on the other hand, xkEKer(S), then the (n—m)st order equivalent
system is asymptotically stable by assumption.
To show that the hyperplane o(xk) = 0 is reached asymptotically for all
x0^Ker(S), we have that
^Xk+i) = Ak+1o(xk) ,
which yields
.
It is evident that if x0^Ker(S), then o(jck)—K) as k—^oo since o(x0) ^ 0.

(3.33)
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Remarks It is evident that the controller given by equation (3.31) requires
the computation of the (k-fl)tk power of the matrix A; however, if we
assume that A has distinct eigenvalues, it can be easily diagonalized, i.e.,
A - NDN-1 ,

(3.34)

where N is a nonsingular similarity transformation and D is a diagonal
matrix whose nonzero entries are the eigenvalues of A. Furthermore,
Ak = NDkN-1 , k = 0,1,2...

(3.35)

where
X 1k
X 2k

Hence, it is not difficult to compute the kth power of A in principle (see
Appendix B).

Example 3.3: Let us consider the discrete-time dynamical system given by
0

1

-5 6

Xk+1 =

0

0

0 0

11

0

0

0

1

0

0 10 9

1 o
xk +

Uk

0 0
0 1
■

J

with eigenvalues -1, 1, 5 and 10.
We would like the second order equivalent system to have eigenvalues
at 0.1 and 0.2.
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When the trajectory of (3.37) is constrained to lie on Ker(S), we have

sll

s12

s13

s14

x2

S21

s22

s23

s24

x3

= 0,

X4
therefore, we can determine any two variables in terms of the other two.
Expressing x2 and x4 in terms of xx and x3, we get
1
s14s21
s12s24

s14s22

■

slls24

s14s23 ~s13s24

X1

slls22 ~ s12s21

s13s22 ““ S12S23

_x3

and the second order equivalent system is given by
s14s21 ~slls24

xi(k+l)
x3*(k+l)

s14s23

A
slls22

A
s12s21

s13s22

A
where A A

s13s24

s12s23

Xi(k)
x3*(k)

(3.38)

A

®i4®22*

If we are to place the eigenvalues of the second order equivalent system
at 0.1 and 0.2, the following choice of S will yield such eigenvalues
S =

11
1
0
1.32 0 -1.3 1

(3.39)

The equivalent system (3.38) becomes

xk+i =

-1 -1
*
1.32 1.3 xk

We note that with the above choice of S, SB = I2 implies det(SB) = 1.

(3.40)
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Let
Xx 0
A 4

0

X2 E(0,l)

X2 ’

then controller (3.31) is explicitly given by

Uk“

Xf + 5

Xk — 7

-1.32Xk

1.32

Xk - 1

-2

—1.3X1 — 10 Xj —7.7 xk

substituting the above controller into (3.37) yields the following closed-loop
system

Xk+1 ~

o
Xk

1
Xk-1

0
Xk

o
-1

0

0

0

1

— 1.32Xk

1.32

- 1.3Xk Xk + 1.3

Figures 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12 show the results of the discrete-time domain
simulation when x0 = [5 -1 2 l]T, \ = 0.5 and X2 = 0.4.
Although controllers (3.8) and (3.31) drive systems (3.1) and (3.29)
toward the desired hyperplanes asymptotically and in the direction of the
origin, they have the drawback that they are dependent on the time index k,
thus presenting practical limitations when implemented on a digital
computer with finite word size (which is the case in real life). This problem
is made evident by the fact that after a finite number of iterations Xk and
the entries of Ak can no longer be represented by a finite word size computer
because they become very small numbers.
We now introduce a controller which is a variation of the one just
discussed, but one that can be easily implemented on a finite word size
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® -art *

d jy \o
Fig. 3.10. Time history of

and <r2.

l * '€ * '3 * 'I *
Fig. 3.11. Time history of states Xj, x2, x3 and x4.
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ul t

Fig. 3.12. Control efforts Uj and u2.

digital computer.
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3.3. CONTROLLER DESIGN H
We again consider a single-input linear time invariant discrete-time
dynamical system described by (3.1), and assume that (Al) is true, i.e., the
pair (A,B) in (3.1) is completely controllable.
Our goal here is to design an alternative controller that dd<3i§ not
depend explicitly on the time index k, and which yields a closed-loop system
whose characteristics are similar to the one that resulted when controller
(3.8) was used.

Theorem 4.4:

If the matrix SElRlxl1 is chosen in accordance with

assumption (A2) and if the controller
uk = Xo(xk) - £ (sj—x + ai)xj(k) , s0 = 0 ,

(3.41)

i=l

where XE(0,l),

sj

is the itJl component of the lxn matrix s and aj is the ith

element of the last row of the A matrix in (3.2); is applied to system (3.2),
then the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable for all xkElRn and the
hyperplane o(xk) = 0 is approached asymptotically for any initial condition
x0^Ker(S).

Proof: To prove the above theorem, we proceed in the same manner as in
the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Let the generalized Lyapunov function candidate be
V(xk) 4 ^(xk) ,
and
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AV(xk) = a*(xk+1) - o*(xk) .
Now, it can be easily shown that
o(xk+i) = \o(xk) ,

(3.42)

AV(xk) = (X2 - 1) ^(xfc) .

(3.43)

thus

Again,, if xk£Ker(S), i.e, o(xk) ^ 0, then AV(xk) <0, because X2 < 1. Thus
the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable for xk^Ker(S).
If, on the other hand, xk£Ker(S), that is, o(xk) = 0, then the controller
given by (3.41) becomes the equivalent control uk, which when applied to
system (3.2) results in the closed-loop system given by (3.14), which is
asymptotically stable, provided that S is chosen according to assumption
(A2).
Finally, if the initial condition Xq does not lie on the hyperplane
^xk) =

then the representative point of the closed-loop system approaches

such a hyperplane asymptotically as the time index k increases because
o(xk) = Xko(x0) .

(3.44)

We can see that o(xk)-»0 as k->oo, because Xe(0,l), for all Xo^Ker(S).
If we now compare (3.44) with (3.13) we notice that controller (3.8)
yields a closed-loop system whose trajectory reaches the hyperplane
a(xk) = 0 faster than when controller (3.41) is applied to the same system,
however, the latter does not depend on the time index k, thus making it
more amenable to implement.
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Example 3.4: Let us look at the same system we considered in Example
3.1, i.e.,

x(k+l)

0 1
x(k) +
-2 2

u(k),

.

With open-loop eigenvalues located at 1 + j and 1 - j.
It is straightforward to show that if we wish the first order equivalent
system constrained to the subspace Ker(S), S = [sj 1], to have its eigenvalue
at 0.5, then Sj = —5.
Writing (3.41) in an explicit form, we get
u(k) = (2 - 0.5X)x1(k) - (1.5 - X)x2(k), XG(0,1) .

(3.45)

The closed-loop system is

x(k-fl) =

0
1
0.5X X + 0.5

(3.46)

Figures 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15 show the results of the simulation of system
(3.46) for X = 0.5 and x0 = [25 10]T.

Figure 3.13 illustrates how the

hyperplane — 5xj + x2 = 0 is approached by the representative point.
Figure 3.14 depicts the progress of o(xk) towards zero. Finally, Figure 3.15
shows the time history of the control effort.

3.3.1. Multi-input System Case
The results obtained for the single-input case can now be extended to
the multiple-input case.
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• .7H

Fig. 3.13. Phase-plane plot of xx and x2.

Fig. 3.14. Time history of o(xk).
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3.4

3.0-

2.3-

2.1

-

1.7

-

1.3

-

.04

-

.42

-

Fig. 3.15. Control effort uk.

Let uk£]Rm and define the generalized Lyapunov function candidate V
by
V(xk) = ^(xk)^) >

(3-30)

where c^XjjGlR111, and
o(xk) A Sxk ,

(3.3)

SGlRmxJ1 is a constant matrix such that det(SB) ^ 0.
Again, using Lyapunov’s second method for stability of discrete-time
dynamical systems we prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.5: Assume there is a controller uk such that
afxk+i) = Aa(xk) ,

(3-47)

where AEKmxm is a real symmetric positive definite convergent matrix.
Then such a controller when applied to the system
xk+i = Axk +Buk ,

(3.29)

where xkQRa, uk£lRm, A and B are constant matrices of appropriate
dimensions, yields an asymptotically stable closed-loop system on IRn\Ker(S).
Moreover, this controller is given by
uk - (SB)_1(AS - SA)xk ,

(3.48)

provided that det(SB) ^ 0 and S is picked according to assumption A2.

Proqf:

To show that the application of a controller with the above

properties to system (3.29) yields a closed-loop asymptotically stable, it is
sufficient to show that AV(xk), the first forward difference of the Lyapunov
function candidate be less than zero. Specifically,
AV(xk) = ^T(xk+i)c<xk+1) - crT(xk)a(xk)
= <rT(xk)A2a(xk) - <rr(xk)<7(xk)
= <rT(xk) (A2 - Im)o(xk)

(3.49)

Clearly, A2 — Im < 0, i.e., A2 — Im is negative definite. Now, for xk0Cer(S)
<?(xk) # 0 which implies that AV(xk) < 0, V xk^Ker(S).
From (3.47),
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^xk+i) = Sxk+1 = SAxk + SBuk = ASxk ,
assuming that det(SB) # 0, we have
uk = (SB)_1(AS - SA) xk .
Thus, controller (3.48) yields an asymptotically stable closed-loop
system for xkGHn\Ker(S).
□

Theorem 3.6s

Assume now that system (3.29) is constrained to the

subspace Ker(S), then the (n^m)th order equivalent system is asymptotically
stable and the controller (3.48) asymptotically stabilizes (3.29) on Ker(S).

Proof: For xkGKer(S),
uk = — (SB)_1SAxk = uk ,

(3.50)

*k+i = [I - B(SB)_1S]Axk = Aeqxk ,

(3.51)

because (SB)_1ASxk = 0.
Therefore,

for all xkGKer(S).
But according to assumption A2, S is chosen such that the (n—m)th
order

equivalent

system

is

asymptotically

stable.

Thus,

(3.29)

is

asymptotically stable on Ker(S) when we apply controller (3.48) to it.
We

conclude

from

Theorems

asymptotically stabilizes (3.29) on IRn.

5

and

6

that

controller

(3.48)
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Cxample 3.5: Let us again consider the discrete-time dynamical system
0
-5
xk+l =
0
0
-

10 0
6 11
0 0 1 xk +
0 10 9 -

0
1
0
0

0
0
0 uk
1

(3.37)

with open-loop eigenvalues located at -1, 1, 5 and 10.
If, as in the case of Example 3.3, we are to place the eigenvalues of the
second order equivalent system at 0.1 and 0.2, the following choice of S will
yield such eigenvalues
1
1
10
1.32 0 -1.3 1

S =

The second order equivalent system is again given by
-1 -1
*
1.32 1.3 xk

*
xk+i
For simplicity, let
Xx 0
A

0

X, ,

€(0,1)

We then have
Xj -f- 5

uk =

1.32X,
^

Xi — 7

1.32

X,

-2

— 1.3X2 - 10 X2 - 7.7 xk

Application of the above controller to system (3.37) yields
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0
Xj
xk+i

0
1.32X2

1
Xj — 1

0
Xx

0
—1

0
0
1
1.32 .-1.3X2 X2 + 1.3

One can find that the eigenvalues of above closed-loop system are
located at 0.1, 0.2, Xj and X2.

Hence it is asymptotically stable since

Xi, X2G(0,1).
For the purposes of simulation, let x0 = [5 —1 2 l]T and Xt = 0.5 and
X2 = 0.4. Fig. 3.16 shows that the surfaces <?i(xk) = 0 and cr2(xk) = 0 are
reached asymptotically. Figures 3.17 and 3.18 show the time histories of the
states and the control effort, respectively.

3.4. CONTROLLER DESIGN m
We now introduce a controller that enables the trajectory of the system
given by equation (3.29) to reach the hyperplane o(xk) = 0 in a single step
and keeps it on it until the origin is reached.

Theorem 3.7: If det(SB) 5^ and S is chosen according to assumption A2,
then the controller
uk = - (SB)-1SAxk ,

(3.52)

yields an asymptotically stable closed-loop system when applied to system
(3.29) and the hyperplane o(xk) = 0 is reached in one step for all x0^Ker(S)
and the trajectory xk slides toward the origin thereafter.
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® - at * -<re.

Fig. 3.16. Time history of <%(x]c) and <72(xk).
xl

a-

xe

y

- x3u x - **

Fig. 3.17. Time history of states Xj, x2, x3 and x4.
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e - ul * * ut

Fig. 3.18. Time history of controls U! and u2.

Proof: Direct substitution of the controller (3.52) into system (3.29) yields a
closed-loop system with characteristic polynomial given by
p(z) - zm(zn_m + cn_m_1zn_m_1 + ... + cxz + c0) ,
= zmp*(z) ,

(3.53)

where p (z) is the characteristic polynomial of the equivalent (n—m)st order
system, which by the hypothesis of the theorem, is asymptotically stable.
Therefore, p(z) contains m roots at zero and n-m roots located strictly inside
the Unit circle. Hence, the closed-loop is asymptotically stable.
Now, for any initial condition x0 outside the hyperplane o(xk) — 0, i.e.,
x0£lRn\Ker(S), we have that when we apply the control u0 = — (SB)_1SAx0
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to system (3.29), we get
x1 = [I - B(SB)_1S]Ax0 ,
but
c^xj) = Sxx = S[I - B(SB)_1S)Ax0
-0 .
Hence, x1GKer(S) means that the hyperplane <t(x) = 0 is reached in one step
when xo0Cer(S) and controller (3.52) is applied to (3.29).
It is now easy to see that once the trajectory xk of (3.29) reaches the
hyperplane d7(xk) = 0, that controller (3.52) maintains it on it as it moves
toward the origin since the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable.

Example 3.6:

Suppose now that system (3.29) is the same as that

considered in Examples 3.3 and 3.5, i.e., the system is given by equation
(3.37). The simulation below assumes that x0 = [5 —1 2 0]T. Figure 3.19
clearly shows that <7(xk) = 0 is reached in one step and that control (3.52)
keeps the trajectory of (3.37) on Ker(S) where S is given by eq. (3.39).
Figures 3.20 and 3.21 display the time histories of the states and the control
effort, respectively.
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and a^fo).

xl*x2#x3*xH

Fig. 3.19. Time history of

Fig. 3.20. Time history of Xj, x2, x3 and x4.
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-• -

ul *

Fig. 3.21. Control efforts Uj and u2.

3.5. HYPERPLANE DESIGN
A natural question which arises when using controller (3.1) is: How
does one choose the components of S? In other words, how do we design the
hyperplane a(x) = 0?

3.5.1. Projections
The theory of projections offers an attractive way to design such a
hyperplane [17].

We first introduce the definition of a projection and

describe its properties [16].
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Definition: Given a decomposition of space Dinto subspaces T)] and D2
such that for any x£D
x=x1+x2; Xj^GDj,

x2€D2

(3.54)

the linear operator L that maps x into xx is called a projection on T)\ along
D2, that is,
Lx = Xj , Lx2 = 0

(3.55)

2.5.1.1. Properties of projections
(i)

A linear operator L is a projection if and only if it is idempotent, i.e., if
L2 = L

(ii)

(3.56)

If L is a projection on Dj along 'Z)2, then I-L is a projection on 'D2
along T)v

(iii)

If L is a projection on Range (L) along Ker(L), then I-L is a projection
on Ker(L) along Range (L), where I is an identity matrix.
We therefore have that if x£ Range (L), then
Lx = x

(3.57)

(I — L)x = x— Lx=x — x = 0

(3.58)

rank(L) = trace(L)

(3.59)

rank(I — L) = n—rank(L)

(3.60)

Moreover,
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Range(L) = Ker(I — L)

(3.61)

Ker(L) = Range(I — L)

(3.62)

Claim [17]: B(SB) *S and I — B(SB)_1S are projections.

Proof:
We have
[B(SB)'_1S]2 = B(SB) -1S B(SB)_1S = B(SB) '1S ,
hence B(SB)-1 is idempotent and therefore a projection. Moreover, B(SB)-1S
projects IRn on Range(B) along Ker(S), since
range[B(SB)_1S] = range(B) ,

(3.63)

assuming that B and (SB) are of full rank. Likewise,
Ker[B(SB)_1S] = Ker(S) ,

(3.64)

assuming that B(SB)-1 and S are of rull rank.
Now,
[I - B(SB)_1S}2 = I - B(SB)_1S ,
thus, I — B(SB)_1S is a projection. Furthermore, I — B(SB)"1S projects IR11
on Ker(S) along Range(B).
□

9
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3.5.2. Application of Projections to Systems Constrained to Ker(S)
When the system
x(k+l) = Ax(k) + Bu(k) ,

(3.65)

x(k)£lRn, u(3R.m, A and B are constant matrices of appropriate dimensions,
is constrained to the subspace Ker(S), SQRmxn, then
u(k) = - (SB)-1SAx(k) , .

(3.66)

and the dynamics of (3.65) on Ker(S) are governed by
x(k+l) = [I - B(SB)"1S]Ax(k)

(3.67)

Using the results of the previous subsection, we note that I — B(SB)_1S maps
the columns of A on Ker(S). The order of system (3.65) has therefore been
reduced because x(k)£Ker(S), which is an (n—m)tJl dimensional subspace,
since rank(I — B(SB)_1S) = n—rank(B(SB)-1S) = n—m, which is spanned by
the eigenvectors vx, v2,...,vn_m.
Before we proceed with the computation of the components of S, we will
study the relationship between the eigenvector matrix V — [vx v2 ... vn_m] of
[I — B(SB)_1S]A the input matrix B and the projection L = B(SB)_1S along
with the generalized inverses of V and B.

Theorem 3.8 [17]:

The eigenvector matrix V of [I — B(SB)_1S]A is

independent of the columns of B, that is, range(V)Hrange(B) =
is the zero vector.

{o}, where

0

Proof:

The existence of (SB)-1 implies that the columns of B are

independent of Ker(S). But, the columns of Y are in Ker(S), as Ker(S) is
spanned by v1; v2,

vn_m, hence, range(V)f|range(B) == 0.

Theorem 3.9 [17]: On the subspace Ker(S), the generalized inverses of the
input matrix B and the eigenvector matrix Y of I — B(SB)-1S should satisfy
the following relations
BgV = 0

(3.68)

and
VSB = 0

,

(3.69)

where Bg and Vs are left generalized inverses of B and V, respectively.

Proof: As shown before, range(B(SB) XS) = range(B) and the columns of V
lie in Ker(B(SB)-1S) — Ker(S), thus with L = B(SB)-1S
L[B i V] = [B i 0] ,

(3.70)

since the columns of B lie in the range space of L and the columns of V lie in
the null space of L. Because of the fact that range(V)f>ange(B) = 0, the
inverse of [B ; V] always exists, thus
L = [B j 0] [B j V]-1

(3.71)

Since [B ; Y] is an nxn nonsingular matrix (assuming B is of full rank), then
[B ; V]-1 [B;V]-I.
Furthermore, it can be shown that

(3.72)
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Bg
[B; V]-1 =

(3.73)

yg
namely,
B^jB^

Bg
P: v] =

Vg

VsB;YgV

Im

0

.0

Im-m.

as Bg and Vg are the left generalized inverses of B and V, respectively.
Therefore, conditions (3.68) and (3.69) are satisfied.

□
We infer from (3.70) in the last theorem that
L =BBg ,

(3.74)

subject to BgV = 0, or we could opt to compute the inverse of [B ; V] as in
(3.71).

3.5.3. Computation of the Eigenvector Matrix V
Although the knowledge of the eigenvector matrix V is presupposed in
the previous discussion, nothing has been said as to how to compute it.
When dealing with a linear-time invariant system like (3.65) it is well
known that if
u(k) = Gx(k)
then

(3.75)
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(A + BG)V = VJ

(3.76)

where G is an mxn matrix chosen such at that A + BG has the desired
eigenvalues specified by J [18].
Rewriting (3.76) we have
AV - VJ = BGV ,

(3.77)

which implies that the columns of AV - VJ are in the range of B provided
that the rank of G is m. As a consequence of this we have that [19]
AV — VJ = BT

(3.78)

where T is an arbitrary mx(n-m) matrix that provides linear combinations
of the columns of B in such a way as to influence the solution V and provide
partial control over the n-m eigenvectors of V. In addition, the columns of
V have to satisfy
Range(V)HRange(B) = {O}

(3.79)

3.5.4. Computation of the Matrix S.
We have now come to the point where the previous lengthy
development of projections is more than justified, namely, the computation
of S using the theory of projections. In what follows, two methods will be
discussed [17].
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Method 1:
Let the matrix S satisfy
"

SB = F

(3.80)

where F is an arbitrary mxm nonsingular matrix and
SV = 0

(3.81)

Clearly, requirement (3.81) is a direct consequence of the fact that we want
the columns of V to be in the null space of S.
Recalling that
L = B(SB)_1S = BBg

(3.74)

BF_1S = BBg

(3.82)

then

Premultiplying (3.82) by Bg, we get
F-1S = Bg
thus,
S = FBg

(3.83)

3.5.5. Examples
Example 3.7: Suppose we want the system

1

C
O

_

0
1 x(k) +
1

1

0

H
-1

1

x(k+l) =

00

0 1
0 0

0
0 u(k) ,
1

(3.84)

with open-loop poles at -5, 1 + j, to have closed-loop poles at 0.2 + j0.5
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when constrained to the subspace Ker(S),
.

S= [s1: s2 S3]

In other words, we want to find S such that it will assign the
eigenvalues specified by J to [I — B(SB)-1S]A according to (3.76).
The matrix J is given by
Xj 0
(3.86)

0 X2 ’
where Xj = 0.2 + j0.5 and X2 = 0.2 — j0.5.
Let
T = [1 -1] ,

(3.87)

then writing (3.78) in an explicit form we get
V21 - Vll

v22 — \v12

V3I “ XiV21

v32 — \v22

+ 8v21 — (3 + Xx)v31 —113v12 + 8v22 - (3 + X2)v32

Let
dj

X? -j- 3Xf — 8Xj -(-10 ,

d2 = Xf
then

3X| •— SX2 d- 10 ,

(3.89)
(3.9O)
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—l/di

i/d2

—Xi/di X2/d2

V=

(3.91)

—Xf/di X2/d2
A systematic way of finding Bg which always satisfies the constraint BgV = 0
is by forming the matrix [B • V] and computing its inverse, since Bg is equal
to the first m rows of [B • V]-1. Proceding in this manner, we find that

[B: v] =

0

-1/di

l/d2

0

“'Xj/dj

X2/d2

1

— Xx2/dx

X|/d2

(3.92)

In this particular case, m = 1, which means that we only need the first row
of [B ; V]-1. Using the method of cofactors we get
det[B j V]

\ ~ -^2
dxd2

dxd2

and the first row of the adjoint of [B ; V] is found to be
Xx2X2 — X|Xx

X|-X2

d,d
lu2

dxd2

Xx-X2'
did
lu2

The generalized left inverse of B is then given by

Bg

j/dld2
— [

Xi2X2 — x|xt

x|-x2

v-x2

dld2

dld2

did,
lu2

j(Xx2X2 — X|Xx) — j(X| — X2) — j(Xx — X2)] .

Substituting the values of \ and X2 into the above equation, we obtain
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B® = [0.29 -0.4 1]

(3.93)

F =7^0

(3.94)

S = 7[0.29 -0.4 1]

(3.95)

then

Method 2: Noting that the columns of V are in the null space of S, it
follows that
S = IV1

(3.96)

where V"*- is the annihilator of V, namely, V"*V = 0, and F is a nonsingular
matrix chosen such that
SB = F = TV^B

P = F(V^)_1
Again, det(V^B) ^ 0 sinceRange(V)nRange(B) = {#}.

(3.98)
Substituting (3.98)

into (3.96) we get
S=F(VJB)“1V1

(3.99)

It is easy to show that (V%)-1vMs a generalized left inverse of B and
that
(VJB)-1V'V = B®V = 0

(3.100)
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Example 3.8: Using method 2 to design S for the system used in the
previous example without changing the requirements, and letting T = 1, we
.get'..
SV = 0

(3.101)

explicitly

di
1

Xt

X|

"T" S1 + — s2 + ~ s3

d2

d2

d2

0

or
—Si — X^ — X2s3 = 0

(3.102a)

Si -|- X2s2 -(- X|s3 = 0

(3.102b)

let s3 — 1, then solving the system of linear equations (3.102) yields
\i - Xf
82 =

= ~ tXl + Xz)

si — XxX2
but Xx = X2

thus
sx = 0.29 , s2 = - 0.4 ,

therefore,
S = [0.29 -0.4 1]

(3.103)

3.6. CONCLUSIONS
Borrowing ideas from the variable structure control of continuous-time
dynamical systems we were able to design several controllers which drove
the trajectory of a linear time-invariant discrete-time dynamical system to a
linear hyperplane Ker(S), where S was chosen such that when

the trajectory

of the system in question was constrainted to lie on it, it possessed certain
desirable properties, e.g., asymptotic stability. Any of the controllers that
we discussed enabled the system to reach the hyperplane Ker(S) at least
asymptotically, though the level of complexity decreased as new alternatives
were introduced.
To solve the problem of efficiently designing the hyperplane Ker(S), a
projection theoretic approach [17] was introduced and illustrated through

It was apparent from the outset that the models which described the
kind of systems that we dealt with in this chapter did not possess any
uncertainties. Hence, the question of how to drive onto a hyperplane a
discrete-time dynamical system which has uncertain elements still remains to
be answered.
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CHAPTER IV
ROBUST STATE FEEDBACK STABILIZATION OF DISCRETE
TIME UNCERTAIN DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS

4.1. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
The problem of controlling discrete-time dynamical systems has a long
history and has been the subject of research activity for many years (see e.g.
[3], [24], and [10]). For an account on the history and progress of sampleddata systems see Jury [25].
In the last few years, a considerable amount of work has been done in
the field of controlling continuous-time uncertain dynamical systems.
The approach used by many researchers has been of deterministic
nature

[21,7,23,34],

i.e.,

rather

than

defining

the

uncertainties

in

probabilistic terms, they are defined by known compact sets in which the
values of the uncertainties lie.
Recently, Manela [20], and Corless and. Manela [23] have proposed
possible solutions to this problem as it applies to discrete-time dynamic
systems described by difference equations.
In this chapter we consider the problem of robustly stabilizing a class of
discrete-time uncertain dynamical systems where the "nominal" system is
linear and the uncertainty does not depend on the control input.
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The approach used in the following considerations is of deterministic
nature, that is, no knowledge of the statistical behavior of the uncertainty is
assumed, except its maximum size.
We shall consider linear discrete-time dynamical systems described by
the following equation
xk+i = (A + AA(rk))xk + Buk + Evk , x0 = x(k0)

(4.1)

where xk£lRn, ukElRm, A and B are constant matrices of appropriate
dimensions, and AA(*): 1R^ —dRnxn is a known and continuous function,
E£lRnxq is a known constant disturbance distribution matrix.
The uncertainties are determined by the variables r(*) and v(*), whose
behavior we do not know at any given time index k£Z (Z is the set of
integers). It is assumed, however, that they are Lebesgue measurable and
that they are constrained to known compact uncertainty bounding sets,
namely,
rkd?ClRp and vkeFClRq.
Furthermore, we assume the following
Assumption 1: There exists a matrix function G(*): IR^ —■>IRmxn which is
continuous on IR^, and a constant matrix H£lRmxq such that
AA(rk) = BG(rk) V rkd?

(4.2)

E = BH

(4-3)

that is, AA(*) and E satisfy the matching conditions [21].
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Assumption 2; The nominal system
xk+i = Axk + Buk

(4.4)

is stabilizable.
Assumption 3: The matrix B has rank m.
Making use of Assumption 1, we obtain
e(k,xk) = G(rk)xk + Hvk ,

(4.5)

therefore (4.1) can be rewritten in the form
xk+i = Axic + B(uk + e(k,xk)) .

(4.6)

Without loss of generality we assume that the matrix A in (4.6) is
stable, i.e., its spectral radius p{A) is strictly less than one, where
p(A) = max{|\|: X is an eigenvalue of A} (otherwise, by Assumption 2 there
exists a constant feedback matrix KGKmxn such that A + BK is stable).
From (4.5) we have
I le(k,xk) 11 = llG(rk)xk + Hvkll < max {llG(rk)ll}*llxkll + max{llHvkll}
,-rr
v-‘v
Let
£(k,xk) = max{ I lG(rk) 11}* I bck 11 + max{ l lHvkll} ,

(4.7)

Y‘ev

then
lle(k,xk)ll < f(k,xt) .
Define

(4.8)
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f(k>xk) = Co + CiHxkN ,
where
Co = max{llHvkll} ,
VkGV
Ci = max{llG(rk)ll} ,
r icS/?
and INI refers to the Euclidean norm of a vector.
If M is a matrix, then I lM 11 denotes the corresponding (induced) norm
I lM 11 = (Xmax(MTM)),/2, where Xmax(") denotes the largest eigenvalues of a
matrix.
The uncertainty e(k,xk) as defined above is known in the literature as
cone bounded [23],

4.2. DERIVATION OF A SATURATION TYPE OF CONTROLLER
Since the free nominal system is asymptotically stable, given a real,
symmetric, positive definite (r.s.p.d.) matrix Q, there exists a r.s.p.d. matrix
P which uniquely solves the discrete Lyapunov matrix equation
ATPA - P = - Q ,

(4.9)

v(xk) = Xj^Pxk = <xk,Pxk> 4 Ibcfcllp

(4.10)

and

is a Lyapunov function for xk+1 = Axk.
Clearly, V(«): IRn-^IR+.
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Theorem 4.1: Given a discrete-time dynamical system modeled by (4.6)(4-8). Assume that the nominal system is asymptotically stable. Consider
the control law

Uu = 4 =

R-1BTPAxk
- ~~ I lBTPAxk I lR-i 7(k,Xk) ’

lf x^Ker(B PA)

(4.11a)

(0 ,

'
if xkGKer(BTPA)

(4.11b)

where
R = BtPB , ilBTPAxkllR i = (x1^ATPBR-1BTPAxk),/2

and

7(k,xk) = \Lx(R)£(k,xk) .
Then the first forward difference of the Lyapunov function (4.10) satisfies the
inequalities

AV <

- XmiE(Q)llxkll2 + 4Xmax(R)£2(k,xk) ,

if

xk^Ker(BTPA)

“

if

xkGKer(BTPA) .

+ Vax(^)62(k,Xk) ,

Proof: The first forward difference of the Lyapunov function is given by
AV(xk) = V(xk+1) - V(xk).
Using equations (4.6), (4.9) and (4.10), and noting that xk+1 depends
explicitly on uk and e(k,xk), we have
AV(xk,uk,e(k,xk)) = — x^Qx],. + 2uktBTPAxk + 2eT(k,xk)BTPAxk
+ 2ukBTPBe(k,xk) + u^BTPBuk
+ eT(k,xk)BTPBe(k,xk) .

(4.12)

Notice that the first, second and fifth terms in the above expression
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correspond to the first forward difference of the Lyapunov function of the
nominal system (4.4); we therefore let
AVN(xk,uk) = - xfQxk + 2u^BTPAxk + ukrBTPBuk .

(4.13)

Upon substitution of equation (4.11a) into equation (4.12) we get .
AV*(xk,e(k,xk)) 4 AV(xk,uk,e(k,xk))
x^ATPBR_1BTPAxk
= - x^Qxk - 27(k,xk)
llBTPAxkllR-i
rp
„
xkTATPBR 1Rek
+ 2e (k,xk)B PAxk - 2 ^
_ l(M*)
xjATPBR'‘1RR"'1BTPAxk .
+---------—------- —-----------r(k,xk)
llBTPAxkllR-i

+ eT(k,xk)Re(k,xk) .

(4.14)

Hence
AV*(xk,e(k,xk)) ■= — X]jQxk — 21 lBTPAxk I lR-i7(k,xk) + 2eT(k,x!c)RR 1BTPAxk

-2

x^ATPBR_1Re(k,xk)
llBTPAxkllR-i

7(k,xk) + ^(k^)

+ eT(k,xk)Re(k,xk) .

(4.15)

We now observe that
eT(k,xk)RR-1BTPAxk < lleT(k,xk)RR"lBTPAxkll .
m

Moreover, we can represent the matrix R = R > 0 as R = WTW, where

WGlRmxm is nonsingular, because R is r.s.p.d. Thus
RR_1 = WT(WT)-1 ,

eT(k,xk)RR“1BTPAxk < lleT(k,xk)WT(WT)-1BTPAxk!l ,
< IIWe(k,xk)ll ll(WT)-1BTPAxkll ,
< lle(k,xk)llR llBTpAxkl^-i.

(4.16)

Using the above observation we find that AV(xk,e(k,xk)) becomes
AV*(xk,e(k,xk)) < — xj^Qxjj. - 2llBTPAxkllir,7(k,xk) + 2llBTPAxkllR-.lle(k,xk)llR
+ 21 le(k,xk) I lR7(k,xk) + ^(k,xk) + lle(k,xk)ll^ .

(4.17)

If we observe further that
lle(k,xk)llR < ^max(R) I le(k,xk) 11 ,

(4.18)

then
AV*(xke(k,xk)) < - xkTQxk - 2l lBTPAxkUR-i7(k,xk)
+ 2llBTPAxknR ,X^(R)fle(k,xk)II + 2)Jfi(R)He(k^lh(klxk)
+ ^(k,xk) + Xraax(R)lle(k,xk)ll2 .

(4.19)

From equation (4.8) we see that the norm of e(k,xk) is bounded from above
by £(krxk)-

In addition by assumption 7(k,xk) = X^(R)^(k,xk), therefore

equation (4.19) simplifies to the following one
AV*(xk,e(k,xk) < - xkTQxk + 4Xmax(R)£2(k,xk) , if llB^Ax,^-, ^ 0 .

(4.20)
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Lastly, it is well known (see [41], pp. 129) that when Q is symmetric
positive definite, then x^Qxk > Xmin(Q)lbckll2, Xmjn(Q) > 0. Hence if xk is
not in the null space of B PA, we find that
AV*(xk,e(k,xm)) < - Xmin(Q)Hxkll2 + 4 Xmax(R)£2(k,xk) .
To

complete

the

proof,

we

m

note

that

if

(4.31)

llBTPAxkllR-1 = 0

or

*

equivalently, xkEKer(B PA) then uk = 0 and
AV*(xk,uk,e(k,xk)) = - x^Qxjj + eT(k,xk)BTPBe(k,xk) .
Again,

using

the

definition

R = B PB

and

Xmin(M)Hxkll2 < x^Mxk < \nax(M) I bck 112 f°r a r.s.p.d.

the

fact

(4.22)
that

matrix M, [41] we

obtain
AV*(xk,e(k,Xk)) < - Xmin(Q)llxkll2 + Xmax(R-)|le(k,xk)ll2 .

(4.23)

Substituting (4.8) into equation (4.23) we get
AV*(xk,e(k,xk)) < - Xmin(Q)llxkll2 + Xmax(R)e2(k,xk) ,

(4.24)

whenever I lBTPAxk I lR-i = 0 . Hence Theorem 4.1 is proved.

□
The

following Proposition

is

concerned with some minimization

properties of the controller (4.11).
Proposition 4.1: The controller given by (4.11a) minimizes (4.13) subject
to the constraint
Uk BTPBuk = rf{k,xk) ,
whenever llBTPAxkllR-i ^ 0.

(4.25)
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Proof: We first form the Lagrangian
P(uk,^;xk) = AVN(xk,Uk) + i/(uk'BTPBuk — ^(k^)) , z/EIR .

(4.26)

The first-order necessary conditions for an ex-tremum are [22]
%kHuk^xk) = 0

(4.27)

^(uk^xk)=°,

(4.28)

and

in other words,
Vuk^(Uk^xk) = 2BTPAxk + 2BTPBuk + 2//BTPBuk = 0 ,

which implies that
(BTPB)~1BTPAxk

%

(4.29)

1 + v

Likewise,
V^(uk,^xk) = u^BTPBuk - ^(k,^) = 0 ,
which results in equation (4.25).
Thus, the following relation holds
ukTBTPBuk* =

x^ATPB(BTPB)-1BTPAxk

US PAxk I I(btpb)~i

(1 + v?

(1 + v?

>xk)

We therefore have
+ I lBTPAxk I l(BTpB)-i
1 +

=

7(k,xk)

If we use the negative of the square root of (1 -f vf in (4.29), i.e.,
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*
(BTPB)_1BTPAxk
Uk = llBTPAx II Tp—r 7^k,Xk^ ’ if

m
B PAXk

^0

(4*30)

then we find that, although the constraint equation (4.25) is satisfied,
AVN(xkuk) does not achieve a minimum. On the other hand, utilizing the
positive of the square root of (l + z/)2 in equation (4.29), yields
- (BTPB)_1BTPAxk
*
7(k,xk) , if llBTPAxkll(BTpB)-i ^ 0
uk =
I lBTPAxk I l(BTpB)-i

(4.31)

and does indeed result in an extremum for AVN(xk,uk) while (4.25) is
satisfied at the same time. Hence, uk given by equation (4.31) satisfies the
first order necessary conditions for a minimum.
We now show that (4.31) also satisfies the second order sufficient
conditions ([22], pp. 306), namely, that the matrix L(uk) = F(uk) + z/rH(uk)
is positive definite on M = {y : Vh(uk)y = 0}, where F(uk) and H(uk) are
the Hessians of AVN(uk;xk) and ukBTPBuk — T^kpqJ, respectively, with
$
*
respect to uk and evaluated at uk, and Vh(uk) is the gradient of
u^BTPBuk — ^(k^) evaluated at uk.
Specifically,
VUl(ukTBTPBuk -

-=
k

BTPAxk
I lBTPAxi

-7(k,xk) .

(4.32)

In other words,
M = Ker(xTATPB).
Now,-

(4.33)
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L(uk*) = BtPB + *BTPB = (1 + i/)BTPB .

(4.34)

sfc

Clearly, L(uk) is positive definite everywhere if 1 + t/ > 0, since BTPB is
positive definite on IRm. Moreover, BTPB is positive definite on M, because
MClRm. But, 1 + ^ > 0 implies that we must choose the positive of the
square root of (1 + vf. Therefore, uk given by equation (4.31) is a strict
local minimum of AVN(uk;xk) subject to u^BTPBuk = ^(k^).

Noticing

further that R = BtPB, then equation (4.31) becomes
*
R_1BTPAxk
Uk = ' iiTPAxtllE-, ^ ’ if llB PAx‘"k-‘ * 0 >
which is the same as equation (4.11a).

4.3. DETERMINATION OF STABILITY REGION
We again consider the class of discrete-time dynamical systems
described by (4.6) with uncertainty e(k,xk) which is cone bounded by £(k,xk)
defined by
C(k,xk)

+ ^llxkH ,

(4.35)

where £0 and ^ are given by
£° = max{llHvkll} ,

(4.36)

£l = max{llG(rk)ll} .

(4.37)

We first analyze the case when xk^Ker(BTPA).
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Substituting equation (4.35) into equation (4.31), we get
AV*(xk,e(k,xk)) < - Xmin(Q)llxkll2 + 4 Xmax(R)[£02 + 2f0f1llxkll + £2llxkll2] .
Rearranging the terms in the above equation yields
AV*(xk,e(k,xk)) < (4 Xmax(R)£x2 - Xmin(Q))llxkll2 + 8 Xmax(R)^0^11 bck 11
(4.38)

+ 4 \nax(R)£o

Let
r, £ Xmin(Q)
p = 4 \»w

(4.39)

then
Av*(xk,e(k,xk)) < 4 Xmax(R)[(^2 - ^)llxkll2 + 2£0£1llxkll + £02] .

(4.40)

In order for the right hand side of equation (4.40) to be negative on
some region of IRn, it is necessary that £i<V#
Proposition 4.2: If

< Vft then AY* (xk,e(k,xk)) is negative definite on

the region
•M >

Proof:

^ •

(4*41)

From equation (4.40) we have that AV*(xk,e(k,xk)) is negative

definite on some region if

<

follows (assuming that t, <

v").

Vfi.

To find the region, we proceed as

If the right side of equation (4.40) is to be negative, then
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(e12-/?)Uxkii2 + 2e0e1ibcki! + e02<o
or equivalently,
-^llxkll2 + (f„ + Ci I bck 11)2 < 0 •
Thus
/?ibckii2 - (& + ejbtji)2 > o,
which implies that
/JiMPXfo + ^iM)2,

llxkll > ?0 + fjllxkll .

Vp

Therefore, llxkl I > —7=-------

□
If we define

Vo

=

60
V^-?1 ’

(4.41)

3(c

then

AV (xk,e(k,xk))

is

not

negative

definite

for

xkEB(0,?70),

where

®-(0,?7o) — {xk : llxkll < r)0} denotes the ??0-ball about x = 0.
We now consider the case when xkEKer(BTPA). Proceeding in a similar
manner as in the case when xk ^ Ker(BTPA), we have
AV*(xk,e(k,xk)) < - Xmin(Q)llxkll2 + Xmax(R)(e0 + ^lbckll)2 , xkEKer(BTPA) .
Define
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Pk

\nin(Q)
\na*(R) ’

(4.42)

then
^V*(xk,e(k,Xk)) < X^^l-^IbckH2 + (^o -h eilbckli)2] .

(4.43)

Clearly, the region of IRn where AV (x]c,e(k,xk)) is negative is
'M > v^TT ’ if fl < ^ •

(4-44)

'4vfe-

(4-45)

Let r/0 be defined by

then noting that p — 4/3 enables us to conclude that ??0 > rj'Q, which implies
that whenever xkGKer(BTPA), the region where AV*(xk,e(k,xk)) is negative is
larger than that when xk0Cer(BTPA). This illustrated in Figure 4.1, where
f.cVfr
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*1
AV > 0, xjc ^ kef (B*

Figure 4.1. Illustration of Proposition 4.2.
Figure 4.2 further illustrates the behavior of AV*(xk,e(k,xk))

Figure 4.2. Estimates of -

< V/?).
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Theorem 4.2.

Consider the linear discrete-time uncertain dynamical

system
(4.46)

xk+i = Axk + B(uk + e(k,xk)) , x(k0) = x0 ,
with control
R_1BTPAxk
llBTPAxkllE-i "f(lE’Xk) ’
uk =

^
if xkGKer(BTPA )

0 ,

(4-47)

where 7(k,xk) = X^/^(R)^(k,xk), satisfying Assumptions (l)-(3), with A a
convergent matrix and

< \Tfi.

If x(*) : [k^kj]—►IR11, x(k0) — x0 is a

solution of equation (4.46), then
llx0l! < s ==► lbck 11 < d(s) , V kEpCojkjJ ,
where

d(s)

V
V

Xmax(P )
\nin(P)

s , if s > Tj0
(4.48)

Xmax(P)
Vin(P)

Vo , if s < rj0

whenever xk^Ker(BTPA), and

Vax(P)
Xmin(P)

s , if s > r/0
(4.49)

\nax(P)

Xmin(P)
whenever xk£Ker(BTPA).

r/0 , if s <
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Proof: Since the "free" nominal system xk+1 = Axk is asymptotically stable,
then given a r.s.p.d. matrix Q, there exists a r.s.p.d. matrix P which uniquely
solves the discrete Lyapunov equation
ATPA - P = - Q

(4.50)

with V(xk) = x^Pxk a Lyapunov function for xk+1 = Axk.
Using the above Lyapunov function candidate in equation (4.46) along
with the cone bounded uncertainty assumption, we obtained equations (4.31)
and (4.34).
Once

again,

utilizing

the

well-known

fact

that

\nin(p)IMI2 < xkPxk < \nax(P)llxkll2> define
ai(llxkll) A Xmin(P)||xkll2

(4.51)

a2(Hxkll) ^Xmax(P)llxkll2 .

(4.52)

We now consider the case where xk^Ker(BTPA).

Suppose llx0ll < s and

s >

n0.

Let
d(s) 4 (arf^Oj) (s) ,

(4.53)

then from equations (4.51) and (4.52) we have

d(s) =
Clearly, d(s) > s.
Now,

\nax(P)
\nm(P)

(4.54)
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0!i(d(s)) = <*2(s) > x^Px0 .
But for the time index kEfkojkj] and initial condition x0ElRn\B(O,?7o),
AY (xk,e(k,xk)) is negative definite, therefore
a1(d(s)) > xJPx0 > x^Pxjj > o^llxkll) ,

(4.55)

thus,
Ibck 11 < d(s)

V kEpc^kj] ,

with d(s) given by equation (4.54), where B(0,??0) refers to the closed ?70-ball
about x = 0.
Similarly, for xkEKer(BTPA) we replace r)0 by rj'0 and proceed in the
same fashion as above.
Note that lixkll remains bounded from above by d(s) and from below by
Vo or ri'Q.
Suppose now that lix0li < s but s < %. Assuming xk0Cer(BTPA), let
ai(d(s)) 4 a2(r)0) ,

(4.56)

then from equations (4.51) and (4.52) we obtain
if \
^ / ^maxC^)
d(,)“ V w5T"“-

-

trm\
(57)

Again, it is easy to see .that d(s) > VoFrom equation (4.56) and the fact that the representative point cannot
leave the ball B(0,??0) whenever x0EB(0,?70), we conclude the following
ai(d(s)) = a2{Vo) > x^Pxk > oq(llxkll) ,
or
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\nin(P)d2(s) > VinCP)!^1!2 •

Therefore,
HxfcH < d(s) V kepc^kj] ,
with d(s) given by equation (4.57).
For the case when XjcGKer(B^PA), We replace t}0 by t)q and follow the
same reasoning as above.

Theorem 4.3:

Consider the system given by (4.46) with state feedback

control (4.47) satisfying Assumptions (l)-(3), with A a convergent matrix and
^1 < \/^.

If x(*): [k0,oo)—dR11, x(k0) = x0, is a solution of (4.46) with

IIxqII < s, then for given d > (<% 1oa2)(?70),

llxkll < d V k > k0 + K(d,s)

where
if s<tj0

0 , .
K(d,s) =

(4.58)
a2(s) ~ o<i{no)

if s > rj0

a2{Vo)

where |* |: IR.—dH is the ceiling function, i.e., if g(s) = 3.2, then 3*2 J = 4,
and Nis the set of natural numbers. If xk^Ker(BTPA), then
a3(lbckll) = 4 UW - £i2)IM2 - 4 UR) (e02 + 2e0eilixkll) ,(4.59)
and
Vo = («2 Wj) (d) .

(4.60)
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Where 0'3(lix|cll) is the negative of the upper bound of AV (xjc,e(k,x]c)).
Proof:

Consider

tyiVo) > a2{Vo)'

o^d) > d2(^0)-

By

(60),

a2(?70) = °h(<i),

thus

Since a2(*) is continuous and strictly increasing, then

Vo > Vo• This is illustrated in figure 4.3.

al(d)
“iW

Figure 4.3. Functions used in the proof of Theorem 4.3.
Now, if s < Vo> then llx0ll < Voi therefore, from the results of the previous
Theorem, we conclude that
llxkll < d , V ke[k0,oo) -* K(d,s) = 0 .
We next look at the case when s > r/0. Suppose that
IbckH > Vo » V kG[k0,k0 + K(d,s)]

If K(d,s) =

q;2(s)

- oq(%)

a3(Vo)
have

(4-61)

, then because of equations (4.51), (4.52) we
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«i(llxkjl) < xkTmPxkm - V(xkJ

where
km = k0 + K(d,s) .

(4.62)

But,

V(xkJ = V(x„) + “s" AV(xi) ,
i=k0

thus

ai(IKJI) < V(x„) + £ AV(Xi)
i=k0

< a2(Ux0ll) -V «3(lbqll),
i=k0

since

0'3( I bcj 11) > 0

a3(Hx}ll) >

cns(r)0)

and

AV(xj) < — or3( I Ixj 11)

>0,
km 1

and

for

I lxi 11 >

rjQ.

I bc011 < s

Also,

therefore

_

°'i(*’xkj>) < Ofefc) - E ^(^o)- Hence
i=k0

«i(llxkmll) < ^(s) ~ «sfao) (krn - ko) =

< <*2(s) - a3{v0)

a2(s)

a2is) -

K(d,s)o;3\r)Q)

- o^o)

a3iVo)

q;2(s) — ai(r/o)
_
_
If we observe that —————---- > 0, a3(?y0) > 0 for s > r)0 and If I > f, for
a.3170.

f > 0, then
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"lOkkJ1) < «2(s) - oiz{riQ)

q2(s) ~ ®i(Vo)
<*(%)

= %(%) »

which implies llxkmll < r]Q, which contradicts supposition

(4,61).

Therefore,

there is a kj€[k0,k0 + K(d,s)] such that 1 lxk.lI < rjQ. From equation
infer that d > T]0.

(4.60)

we

Hence, I bck. 11 < d. As a consequence of the previous

theorem, we have
I bck 11 < d V k > kj ,
and consequently,
llxkll < d V k > k0 + K(d,s)
Notice that if xk£Ker(BTPA), then we replace r]0 by rj'0, rj0 by rj'Q, d by d* K
by K and proceed exactly in the same fashion.
vi
Theorem 4.4: Consider system given by
(4.47)

(4.46)

with state feedback control

satisfying Assumptions (l)-(3), with A a convergent matrix,

and £0 = 0. If x(*) : [k0,oo)—dR11, x(k0) = x0 is a solution of
origin of

(46)

Proof:

□

(4.46),

£i <

V/?

then the

is uniformly asymptotically stable in the large.

Suppose xk^Ker(BTPA),

then

using

the

Lyapunov function

candidate
V(xk) = xk'Pxk >

(4.63)

where P is the unique solution of equation (4.9) for a given r.s.p.d. matrix Q,
we found that
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AV (xk,e(k,xk)) < - Xmin(Q)llxkll2 + 4 Xmax(R)£2(k,xk) ,
< - Xmin(Q)llxkll2 + 4 )w(R)effc# ,
< “ 4 \nax(R) W ~ £l2)IMI2 >

(4.64)

where R = BTPB.

a4(llxkH) A 4 XjnaxfR)^ “ £i2)Hxkll2 ,
then

for

< V/?,

ocA

is

a

strictly

increasing

(4.65)
function,

and

AV*(xk)e(lc,xk)) < - «4(llxkll).
If x^GKe^B1 PA), then from equation (4.34)
AV*(xk,e(k,xk)) < - Xmin(Q)llxkll2 + Xmax(R)£2(k,xk)
< ~ \nm(Q)lkkll2 + Xmax(R)^i I txk 112
<-\nax(K)(^-£l2)IM2

(4.66)

Let
.;j:lxk!l|A :w(R)( i'
Again, if

f,!)llx1;IIs.

(4.67)

< V^, then as in the case when xk^Ker(BTPA), we conclude

that the origin of the system given by (4.46) is uniformly asymptotically
stable in the large.
.

'

•

'

■

□
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4.4. EXAMPLE
We will now illustrate the level of robustness that we can achieve with
the controller derived in this Chapter. Consider the discrete-time dynamical
system
xk+i = [A + AA(rk)]x(k) + Buk ,
where
0
1
0.4 0.5 ’

A=

0

AA(rk) =

0 0
1 1 rk

with jrk | < 0.1.
We note that the uncertainty matrix AA(rk) is matched, i.e.,
AA(rk) = BG(rk) ,
where
G(rk) = rk[! 1] •
Since A is an asymptotically stable matrix with poles located at 0.93
and -0.43, we can always find a r.s.p.d. matrix P which uniquely solves
equation (4.9) for a given r.s.p.d. matrix Q. Let Q = h, then

P =

2.247 2.597
2.597 7.792 *

The uncertainty e(k,xk) is given by
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'

e(k,xk) — rk[l l]xk .

Clearly
||e(k,xk)ll < |rk| ll[l l]ll lbckll = |rkj V2llxkll < 0.lV2llxkll = 6.1414llxkll ,
which implies that Co = 0 and

= 0.1414. Now

R = BtPB = 7.792 ,
VinlQ) = 1

V

\nax(R) ~ 2

The
@

£i

condition
* (/^) ^

for
£i*

ultimate

V

0.179 .

7.792

boundedness

is

satisfied

since

Moreover, £0 = 0 implies that the system iis

uniformly asymptotically stable.
For simulation purposes we let rk = 0.1.
A + AA(rk) =

Under this condition,

0
1
0.5 0.6 is unstable with poles located at 1.07 and -0.45.

The initial conditions are x1(0) — 2 and x2(0) = 1 and the controller is
given by

-0.1414 sgn[3.U7Xl(k) -f 6.494x2(k)] I bck 11 , for xk^Ker[3.117 6.494]
0 , for xkEKer[3.117 , 6.494]

Uk

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the time histories of the state variables Xj(k)
aiid ^gO5-)

^fie unforced (free) and controlled uncertain systems. Figure 4.6

displays the time history of the control action applied to the uncertain
system.
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It is clear from Figure 4.4 and 4.5 that >the free uncertain system is
unstable and that the above controller yields an asymptotically stable
system when the uncertainty is constant. However, we point out that the
nominal system could have been asymptotically stabilized using linear state
feedback and that the above controller would have then served to robustly
maintain the desired level of stability.

4.5. CONCLUSIONS
We considered a class of uncertain discrete-time dynamic systems given
by equation (4.1) for which assumptions (l)-(3) were valid. It was noted that
the only information required about these uncertainties way their possible
size. Synthesis of the controller to stabilize system (4.6) was based on the
premise that the overall uncertainty e(k,xk) belonged to a class of cone
bounded functions (4.8) over lRn.
sufficient

condition

for

uniform

It was deduced that
boundedness

and

<Vfi, was a
uniform

ultimate

boundedness of the solution xk. Finally, we showed that uniform asymptotic
stability could be achieved if £0 = 0 and ^ < V/?, i.e., if the uncertainty
due to the external disturbance Hvk were zero. The proposed controller
(4.11) suffers from the drawback that it is discontinuous in nature, which
means that chattering problems would occur if the solution xk enters and
exits the subspace Ker(BTPA). Moreover, controller (4.11) also depends on
the choice of the matrix Q, which means that one would have to devise an
algorithm to choose a Q such that Xmill(Q) is indeed the largest over all
possible choices of Q.
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xlOO

iramroUid *. - esmrollid

Figure 4,4. Time history of xlf x1(0) — 2.
uncontrolled

i.«

Figure 4.5. Time history of x2, x2(0) = 1.
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Figure 4.6. Time history of control effort.

Another possible approach to the control problem of discrete uncertain
system is via discrete variable structure systems (DVSS) techniques [26]
which are also based on the second method of Lyapunov.

Preliminary

investigations indicate that there is a link between the DVSS approach and
our method.
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CHAPTER V
ROBUST OUTPUT FEEDBACK STABILIZATION OF
DISCRETE-TIME UNCERTAIN DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS

5.1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, there has been a lot of activity in the area of state-feedback
stabilization of discrete-time control systems ([10], [20], [30]).
If hot all state variables are available; as is usually the case in practice,
because either some of them are not accessible or the cost makes it
impractical for the designer to utilize measuring devices for every state
variable, then a prediction estimator, or a current estimator [10] is used to
reconstruct the state vector to implement a feedback control law. Such
estimators, however, are dynamic in nature and usually of high order, thus
their use is not practical when the designer deals with a high dimensional
system.
In this Chapter we shall use the available outputs to stabilize a class of
uncertain discrete-time dynamic systems.

The approach we shall use to

solve this stabilization problem will require no prior statistical information
phput such uncertainties, except the bounding compact sets where they
belong to.
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5.2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider a class of discrete-time dynamical systems modeled by the
following difference equation
xk+i = Axk + B(uk + e(k,xk)) ,-xko = x0
(5.1)

Yk = Cxk

where xkQR.n, uk£!Rm, yk0R.p; p > m, A, B and C are constant matrices of
appropriate dimensions. Moreover, matrices B and C are assumed to have
full rank.

The m-valued vector function e(k,xk) represents the lumped

uncertainties of the plant [20].
Let the nominal system, namely, the system without uncertainly be
described by
xk+i = Axk + Buk , xko = x0

(<r>-2)

We now consider the following assumptions:
A.l. The nominal system is stable. If A is not stable then we assume that
(5.2) is output feedback stabilizable, i.e., there exists a constant matrix
GQRmxp such that the spectrum of A0 = A — BGC, o{Aq), is contained
in the unit circle, in other words,

p(Aq)

< 1, where

p(Aq)

is the spectral

radius of Aq.
A.2. There exists a r.s.p.d. matrix QGIR11^, and a matrix FGIR111^ such
that
B^PAo =FC ,
where P is the unique r.s.p.d. matrix which solves the discrete
Lyapunov equation
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aJpAq

P ——Q •

A.3. The uncertainty e(-) : ®<]Rn-^]Rm is not known but e(k,xk) belongs to
a known compact set E(k,xk), V(k,xk)EHfcIRn.
uncertainty

e(-)

is

a

cone

bounded

To be exact, the

function

over

IRn,

be.,

Ile(k,xk)ll < C0 + Ci^ll, V kEBJand xkE!Rn, where M denotes the set of
natural numbers.
Let the Lyapunov function candidate be given by
V(xk) = x^Pxk ,

(5.3)

where for a given Q = QT > 0, P solves the discrete Lyapunov equation
AoTPAo — P = —Q .

(5.4)

The existence of the Lyapunov function given by equation (5.3) is
guaranteed by assumption A. 1.
We now state the problem:

Given system (5.1) subject to the

assumption that the matrices B and C have full rank and the assumptions
A1-A3 hold, and given the Lyapunov function (5.3), we want to find a
function p(*) : IRn—►IR™ such that if we choose
uk = uk = P(*k)>

(5.5)

we obtain a minimum bound for max AV(xk,uk,e(k,xk)),
e£E

where
Ay(xk,uk,e(k,xk)) 4 V(xk+1) - V(xk) .

(5,6)
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6.3. DERIVATION OF OUTPUT FEEDBACK CONTROLLER
To find the controller uk which minimizes max AV(xk,uk,e(k,xk)) we
e£E

proceed in the following manner.
Theorem 5.1:

Given a discrete-time dynamical system modeled by

equation (5.1) and the Lyapunov function (5.3), then if the constant matrices
B and C have full rank and if assumptions A1 and A3 hold, the controller
uk = uk = - GCxk - (BTPB)“1BTPA0xk

(5.7)

yields to a minimum bound for max AV, which is given by
/

e€E

max AV(xk,uk,e(k,xk)) < - x^Qx,, - xkrA0TPB(BTPB)~1BTPA0xk
eGE

+ UBWM ,

(5.8)

where Xmi(BTPB) is the maximum eigenvalue of the symmetric, positive
.

"

rp

definite matrix B PB and
£(k,xk) = £0 + Ci *bck • * •

(5.9)

Proof: The proof is basically the same as the one in Manela [20]. The only
difference is that the first term in equation (5.7) is used to ensure that the
spectral radius of Aq is strictly less than 1 and that A^ is used in the second
term instead of A for obvious reasons.
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Remark: The controller given by (5.7) does not guarantee the negative
definiteness of the first forward difference of the Lyapunovfunction (5.6) for
all Xjj 7^ 0. However, when certain conditions (which we shall discuss later)
are met by the uncertainty e(k,xk),

max AV

can be negative for all

e€E

xk

0.

Theorem 6.2:

Given a discrete-time dynamical system modeled by

equation (5.1) and the Lyapunov function defined by equation (5.3).

If

assumption A2 along with the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 hold, and if
uk = uk* = - GCxk - (BTPB)-1FCxk

(5.10)

then
max AV(xk,uk,e(k,xk)) < - xkTQxk - xkTCTFT(BTPB)_1FCxk
e£E

-

•

(5.U)

Proof: Without loss of generality, assume that p(A) < 1, in which case
G = 0, Aq = A and uk = uk = - (BTPB)_1FCxk.
Explicitly, the first forward difference of the Lyapunov function
(equation (5.3)) becomes
AV(xk,uk,e(k,xk)) = V(xk+1) — V(xk)
= — x^Qxjj + 2ukBTPA0xk + 2eT(k,xk)BTPA0xk
+ 2uk'BTPBe(k,xk) + U]?'BTPBuk
+ eT(k,xk)BTPBe(k,xk) .
Let

(5.12)
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R 4 BtPB .

(5.13)

Substituting uk = uk = — R_1FCxk into equation (5.12), we get
AY(xk,uk,e(k,xk)) = — x^Qxk — 2xk:CTFTR_1BTPA0xk + 2eT(k,xk)BTPA0xk
- 2x^CTFTe(k,xk) + xf CTFTR_1FCxk + eT(kpck)Re(k,xk) .
Using Assumption A2, i.e., B PAq = FC, we get
AV(xk,uk,e(k,xk)) = - xjQxk - xfCTFTR_1FCxk + eT(k,xk)Re(k,xk).
Maximizing AV over all values of e, eEE, yields
max AV(xk,uk,e(k,xk)) = — Xj^Qx^. — xk'CTFTR_1FCxk
eeE
+ max{eT(k,xk)Re(k,xk)}
e£E

< - Xk Qxk - xfcVR-'FCxk + X=;„(R)r!k.xk) ,

where R is given by equation (5.13).

□
Manela [20] has already shown that if e(*) is a cone bounded function,
i.e.,
max lle(k,xk)ll < £(k,xk) =

+ ^llxjl ,

e£E

and if the matrix A in the nominal system is asymptotically stable, that one
can achieve uniform boundedness and uniform ultimate boundedness using
full state feedback if £0 ^ 0 and

\nin(Q)
---- -—- >
^max(^)

stability can be attained if £0 — 0 and

\nin(Q)
\naxO^)

>

and that asymptotic

. Therefore, it is clear
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that if assumptions (Al) and (A2) hold, then we can obtain the same results
using output feedback, i.e.,
uk = - Gyk - (BrPB)_1Fyk .

(5.14)

5.4. CONTROLLER DESIGN
So far nothing has been said about the conditions under which the
matrices Q and F exist such that assumption A2 holds. We shall address
this issue later in the report.
For the time being, however, we shall present one possible algorithm
[27] that the designer can use to obtain the matrices F and Q such that
BTPAq = FC ,

(5.15)

where P is the unique, r.s.p.d. matrix which solves the discrete Lyapunov
equation
AqPA0 - P = - Q .

(5.16)

ALGORITHM

Step 1. Pick a constant matrix G such that the spectral radius of
A0 = A — BGC is strictly less than one.
Note that in Step 1 we assume that the system modeled by equation (5.1) is
output feedback stabilizable.
Step 2.

Solve the matrix equation
BtPA = FC ,
such that the matrix P can be expressed in terms of the
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components of F and P is symmetric.
Step 3. Express the matrix Q in terms of P, i.e., Q(P) = P — AjpA0.
Step 4.

Choose the components of Q such that its leading principal minors
are greater than zero.

Execution of Step 4 results in the determination of the nuiridrichl /Values
of the components of the matrix F and therefore of the matrix P.
We showed in Theorem 5.2 that uniform boundedness and uniform
ultimate boundedness (see Appendix) can be achieved if the condition
\nin(Q)

^max(^)
holds, where R is given by (5.13).

(5.17)

> er

This suggests that Step 4 could be

modified in such a way that Xmjn(Q) is as large as possible to accommodate
for larger uncertainties.

5.5. AJM EXAMPLE
Consider the following second order linear discrete-time uncertain
dynamical system.
\
xk+l ='

0
1
0.4 0.5 xk +

0
(uk + e(k,xk))
1

yk = l1 °] xk

(5.18)
>

where
e(k,xk) = rk[l 1] xk .
Here, the uncertainty satisfies the matching condition [21].

(5.19)

Ill
Now,
lle(k,xk)ll < V2 |rk| llxkll =

llxkll ,

(5.20)

thus, £0 == O and £x = V2 |rk |.
We now compute matrices F and P.
Step 1.

Since A is already a convergent matrix with eigenvalues located at
0.93 and -0.43, we can choose G equal to zero. Therefore, A0 = A.

Step 2. Equating BTPA to FC and solving P in terms of F we get
BTPA = [0.4 p3 p2 + 0.5 p3] = [f 0] = FC ,
thus,
px

—1.25f

—1.25f

2.5f

Step 3. Form the matrix Q(P).

Q(P)
Step 4.

px - 0.4f

—1.25f

—1.25f

3.125f—px

Choosing the components of Q(P) such that the leading principal
minors are positive yields the following conditions.
(i)

px > 0.4f,

and
(ii)

(px - 1.22f) (2.3f - px) > 0,

or

px € (1.22f, 2.3f).

Clearly,

condition (ii) implies condition (i), hence, we have to choose px
such that px G (1.22f, 2.3f).

Letting f = 1, we have that

px G (1.22, 2.3), p2 = —1.25 and p3 = 2.5.
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From equation

(5.13) we

find that R = p3 = 2.5

and

therefore

\nax(R) =' 2.5. To get \njn(Q) to be as large as possible, one can show that
pj = 1.7625 yields such maximum. Hence, the matrices P and Q are finally
given by
1.7625 -1.25
-1.25 2.5
’
and

Q =

1.3625 -1.25
-1.25 1.3625 *

For simulation purposes, we let rk = 0.1, which implies that the state
equation (5.18) can be rewritten as
xk+i = AlXk + Buk ,
where

Ax

0
1
0.5 0.6

0
1 '

and B

The eigenvalues of Aj are 1.07 and -0.45, therefore, Ax is unstable.
Now,
\nin(Q)
\nax(-^)

V

0.1125
2.5

0.212

thus
\nm(Q)

= 0.1414 < 0.212 =
which implies that the controller

V

Xmax(R) ’

,
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uk = — R 1Fyk = — R ^’Cxj;. = — 0.4x1(k) ,

(5.21)

will yield a closed-loop asymptotically stable system, (see Figures 5.1 and 5.2
for initial condition x0 = [2 l]T). Figure 5.3 shows the time history of the
control effort (5.21) necessary to drive the system (5.18) to the origin.

5 6. COMMENTS ON ASSUMPTION A2
Steinberg and Corless [25] showed that the output stabilization of a
class of continuous-time uncertain dynamical systems problem can be solved
if there exist real matrices FcQRmxp and QcGlRnxn, Qc =
BctPc=FcCc,
PA +

= - Qc ,

> 0 such that
(5.22)
(5.23)

where the subindex c stands for continuous-time and A,, is asymptotically
stable.
They showed that the sufficient condition for the existence of such
matrices is that the transfer function matrix
‘I'AVH

A„)‘a

(5.24)

be strictly positive real [29],
In the light of the results obtained by Steinberg and Corless for the
continuous-time case, one would be tempted to extend their results to the
discrete-time case. However, as Hitz and Anderson [30] show, the conditions
under which the transfer function matrix GD(z) of a discrete-time dynamical
system is positive real, do not lead to the conclusion of the existence of the
real matrices F and Q that satisfy assumption A2.
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Consequently, other avenues have to be searched to determine the
conditions under which the real matrices F and Q that satisfy assumption
A2 exist.

5.7. CONCLUSIONS
We showed that the problem of robustly stabilizing the class of
discrete-time uncertain dynamical systems described by equation (5.1), where
the uncertainty was of the cone bounded type, could be solved by using
output feedback provided that the algebraic constraint described in
Assumption 2 were satisfied and that ~—■—■—~ >
\naxv“)

However, as was

pointed out in the last Section, the question of a system theoretic
interpretation of the existence of the real matrices F and Q that satisfy
assumption A2 has not yet been resolved and remains an open problem.
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uncontrol led

controlled

H 93 *

xl<«)

•♦.12

Fig. 5.1. Time history of x1? XjfO) = 2.

x2<*>

7.00 *

uncontrolled

* ^ controlled

3.30

2.63

Fig. 5.2. Time history of x2, x2(0) = 1.
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Fig. 5.3. Time history of the control effort u(k).
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CHAPTER VI
ROBUST STABILITY OF DISCRETE-TIME DYNAMICAL
SYSTEMS PROJECTED ONTO A DESIRED HYPERPLANE

6.1. INTRODUCTION
Up to now we were concerned with the problem of steering the state
trajectory of linear time-invariant discrete dynamical systems onto desired
hyperplanes where they possess certain stability properties and reduced
dimensionality. We also analyzed the problem of robust stabilization of a
class of discrete-time uncertain dynamical systems whose “nominal” system
is linear, stable and the uncertainties do not depend on the input.
In this Chapter we make an attempt at putting together the theories
proposed in Chapters 3 and 4.
Before we go on any further, we should relize that the feedback control
laws derived in Chapter 3 can only be applied to the “nominal” system since
they were not designed to handle parameter uncertainties or external
disturbances.

To resolve the uncertainties problem, we shall utilize the

controller derived in Chapter 4.
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8.2. COMPOSITE CONTROLLER
Let a linear time invariant discrete dynamical system be governed by
the following equation
xk+i = Axk + B[uk + e(k,xk)] ,

(6.1)

WhetS xk£lRn, uk0Rm are the state and control vectors, respectively,
e(k,Xk)ElR.m represents the uncertainties and A and B are constant matrices
of appropriate dimensions.
As in Chapter 4, we shall assume that e(k,xk) is a cone bounded
uncertainty, i.e.,
Ile(k,xk)ll < £(k,xk) = £0 + ^llxkll .

(6.2)

Define the “nominal” system by
xk+i = Axk + Buk .

(6.3)

We would like to drive the state trajectory of system (6.1) onto the
hyperplane Ker(S) as fast as possible and in such a way that once it reaches
it, it slides on it towards the origin. However, we now have to resolve the
additional problem of the presence of the uncertainty e(k,xk). If we were to
try to solve this problem by merely applying any of the controllers proposed
in Chapter 3 to system (6.1) we would soon find out that Ker(S) would not
be reached because of the uncertainties.
A possible solution to the above problem is to apply a controller which
is a hybrid combination of those developed in Chapters 3 and 4.
To use the controller proposed in Chapter 4, it was assumed that the
free “nominal” system was asymptotically stable, therefore, we shall first
stabilize the

nominal” system by applying the feedback control strategies
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derived in Chapter 3. Because of practical reasons, however, we will exclude
the time depending controller in order to avoid the problem of having to
compute the solution to the Lyapunov equation at every time step.

8;2.1. Composite Controller I
Let
ukh = (SB)-1 [AS - SA]xk ,

(6.4)

be the linear feedback Controller that drives the state trajectory of the
“nominal” system onto the hyperplane
^k * Sxk ,

(6.5)

where S£lR,mxn is a constant matrix whose components are picked such that
the inverse of the matrix product SB exists and the “nominal” system, when
constrained to the hyperplane (6.5), possesses certain predetermined stability
characteristics.

Moreover, the matrix A G ]R51ym’. is a convergent matrix

whose components are chosen according to how fast we want the state
trajectory of (6.3) to reach the hyperplane (6.5).
'' Let
R-1BtP AqXjj
llBTPAoXkllR-i
uk

0 ,

7(k,xk) ,

if xk^Ker(BTPA0)
if xkGKer(BTPA0)

be the feedback controller that stabilizes the system (6.1) assuming that the
“nominal” system has been asymptotically stabilized by applying uk to (6.3),
where P GlRnxI1 is the unique r.s.p.d. solution to the discrete Lyapunov
equation
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AoTPA0 - P = - Q ,

(6.7)

for a given Q = QT > 0, R = BTPB, B has rank m, 7(k,xk) = \^ax(R)C(k,xk),
llBTPA0xkllR-i = (xk'Aj,PBR-1BTPA0xk)y2, and A0 = A + B(SB)-1[AS — SA].

Theorem 6.1: Consider the system (6.1) and the state feedback control
uk = uk + u£ .
If Ci <

and Co = 0 where /? =

(6.8)
, then if the controller (6.8) is

4Amax(R)
applied to the system (6.1), then the resulting closed-loop system is
asymptotically stable. Furthermore, the origin may be reached via a sliding
mode.

Proof: See the proofs of Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 4.4.

Corollary 6.1:

If Co > 0 and Ci < X//?, then the application of the

controller (6.8) to the system (6.1) results in a closed-loop system which is at
least uniformly ultimately bounded.

Proof: See the proofs of Theorems 3.5, 4.2 and 4.3.

Example 6.1: Let us consider the discrete-time dynamical system modeled
by the equation
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0
-5
0
0

xk+l =

10
6
1
0
0
0 10+rk

0
1
1 xk +
9

0
1
0
0

0
0
0
1

(6.9)

Rewriting the above system equations we get

xk+l =

where e(k,xk)

0 0

0 10 0
-5511
0 0 0 1 xk +
0 0 10 9
0

0

0 0 rk 0

0
1
0
0

0
0
[uk + e(k,xk)] ,
0
1

(6.10)

xk, which implies that I !e(k,xk) 11 < |rk| I lxk 11.

The free nominal system has its eigenvalues located at -1, 1, 5 and 10.
We want the equivalent second order nominal system to have its eigenvalues
at 0.1 and 0.2. The following choice of S will yield such eigenvalues

S =

1110
-1.32 0 -1.3 1

Let
Xx 0
A =

0

X, , X1? x2g(o,i) ,

then

uk = uk

\ +5

\ -7

—1.32Xo

1.32

Xj.-l

-2

-1.3Xo - 10 Xo — 7.7 xk

Application of the above controller to (6.10), yields

(6.11)
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Xk+l =

0

1
X^-l

0
—1.32X2

0
1.32

0
0
xt
-i
xk +
0
1
—1.3X2 X2 + 1.3

0
1
0
0

0
0
0 e(k,xk) . (6.12)
1

The eigenvalues of the compensated free nominal system are located at
— 0.1, X2 = 0.2. Hence the nominal system is asymptotically stable since
Xi,X2G(0,1).
Letting

\ = 0.5,

X2 = 0.4,

rk = ± 0.11

(/3Vz >

= |rk|)

and

xo = [5 —1 2 1]T, we can see in Figures 6.1 through 6.4 that the
application of the controller (6.6) to the system (6.9), after the controller
(6.4) has been applied, does indeed yield a closed-loop system that is
asymptotically stable.
We note that for this particular example 7(k,xk) is given by
7(k,xk) = 0.11 X*ax(R) l!xkll
Furthermore, for Q = I4 the ratio Xmin(Q)/Xmax(R) is maximum and the
matrices P and R are found to be
5.065
1.421 -4.885 -1.461
1.421
4.065 -4.284 -4.885
-4.885 -4.284 1.036
6.741
-1.461 -4.885 6.741
9.366
4.065 -4.885
-4.885 9.366 '
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uncontrolled o

Fig. 6.1. Time evolution of x1
uncontrolled o

controlled

Fig. 6.2. Time evolution of x2.
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tncontrolltd o

Fig. 6.3. Time evolution of x3.

ircsmrolUd o

Fig. 6.4. Time evolution of x4.
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Example 6.2:

Let us now consider the discrete-time dynamical system

given by

xk+l =

0
-5
0
0

10
6 1
0 0
0 10

0
0
1
1
xk +
1
0
9
0

0
0
0 he + e(k,xk)]
1

where
e(k,xk)

0
0.5 sin(0.l7rk)

and e I l(k,xk) 11 < 0.5
If we first apply the controller (6.11) to the system (6.13) we find by
looking at Figures 6.5 through 6.8 that the external disturbance goes
through the system without being attenuated.

However, after applying

controller (6.11) along with controller (6.6) to system (6.13) we see that the
disturbance is attenuated.
In this example,
7(k,xk) = 0.5 X^ax(E) .
Also, matrices P and R are the same as those used in the previous
example.

Observation: Whenever an external disturbance is applied to the system
(6.1), the controller proposed here decreases the < Ifects of such a
disturbance.

However the controller is still unable to drive the state

trajectory onto the desired hyperplane.

1
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6.2.2. Composite Controller H
We now let
uk = - (SB)-1SAxk .

(6.15)

Theorem 6.2: If we apply the controller
uk =

+ u£ ,

where uk is now given by equation (6.15) and uk by equation (6.6), to the
system (6.1), then the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable whenever
£0 = 0 and

< V/?.

Proofs See the proofs of Theorems 3.7 and 4.4.

Corollary 6.2: If £0 ^ 0, then the application of the above controller to the
system (6.1) yields a closed-loop system that is at least uniformly ultimately
bounded.

Proof: See the proofs of Theorems 3.7, 4.2 and 4.3

Example 6.3: We again consider the system as in Example 6.1, except that
rk = i 0.18 since the application of controller (6.15) to the "nominal" system
in (6.9) produces a maximum parameter (3 such that V/? > 0.18 when our
choice of the hyperplane cr(xk) = 0 is
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uneomroUtd

Fig. 6.5. Time evolution of Xj.
uncontrolled o

Fig. 6.6. Time evolution of x2.
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uvontrellwd

Fig. 6.7. Time evolution of x3.

uncontrolled o

Fig. 6.8. Time evolution of x4.
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^xk)

1
1
1
0
1.32 0 -1.3 1 xk = 0.

Figures 6.9 through. 6.12 show that the origin is reached faster when
controller u^ = u£ + u£ is applied to the system in question.

6.3. CONCLUSIONS
The controllers we proposed in this Chapter enable the class of linear
time-invariant discrete dynamical system modeled by (6.1) to be robustly
stabilized. However, the size of the uncertainty is limited by the constraint
\//? >

Furthermore, the hyperplane o(xk) = 0 can not be reached by the

system when an external disturbance is applied even though its effect is
greatly reduced.
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womrolUd o

Fig. 6.9. Time evolution of Xj.

weemreUtd o

Fig. 6.10. Time evolution of x2.
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uncontrolled o

Fig. 6.11. Time evolution of x3.

uncontrolled o

controlled

Fig. 6.12. Time evolution of x4.
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CHAPTER VH
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

7.1. SUMMARY
Motivated by the fact that the goal of this research was to design
stabilizing controllers for a class of discrete-time uncertain dynamical
systems via the second method of Lyapunov, we presented a review of
Lyapunov stability theory of discrete-time dynamical systems in Chapter 2.
In this chapter, we selected and presented the definitions and theorems
which we considered to be the most useful to our purposes.

Next, we

introduced the notions of uniform boundedness and uniform ultimate
boundedness since they were at the heart of the developments in Chapters 4
and 5.
Our quest to try to extend the idea of a sliding mode of continuous-time
variables structure systems led us to develop, in Chapter 3, several control
strategies which stabilized linear time invariant discrete dynamical systems
by projecting their state trajectories onto hyperplanes where they were
guaranteed to possess reduced dimensions along with prescribed degrees of
stability. To be specific, we proposed three controllers that steer the state
trajectory of these systems onto hyperplanes and keep them there until the
origin is reached.
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In Chapters 4 and 5 we concentrated our efforts on the development of
full state feedback and output feedback controllers, respectively, to stabilize
a class of linear time invariant discrete uncertain dynamical systems where
the "nominal" system was asymptotically stable and the uncertainties did
not depend on the control input and belonged to known compact bounding
sets. We found in these chapters that if the uncertainties were of the cone
bounded type, i.e., the uncertainty vector e(k,xk) was bounded by £(k,xk),
where
f(k,xk) 4 £0 + £illxkU ,
and

< 'V/i?, where
\nin(Q)

/?4

4

\nax(R)

then uniform boundedness and uniform ultimate boundedness could be
guaranteed. Additionally, we found that if £0 — 0 and
could achieve asymptotic stability.

< V/?, then we

We also found that the size of the

uncertainty was limited by the constraint that

must be strictly less than

V/T
Finally, in Chapter 6 we attempted to unify the theories developed in
Chapters 3 and 4 in order to robustly stabilize the class of systems discussed
in Chapter 4.
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7.2. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS

7.2.1. Conclusions
We have devised in this work a new solution to the problem of
stabilizing discrete-time dynamical systems by projecting their state
trajectories onto prespecified hyperplanes where such systems possess desired
levels of stability as well as reduced dimensions.
We have also proposed a method to stabilize a class of discrete-time
dynamical systems with uncertainties that can be characterized by cone
bounded functions. The main feature of this approach is that it does not
require knowledge of the statistics of the uncertainties, it only assumes that
such uncertainties lie in known closed and bounded sets.
We also put the two theories together and succeeded in driving the
state trajectories of discrete-time dynamical systems with uncertainties in
the system matrix onto prespecified hyperplanes. However, we were not
successful in steering such trajectories to the hyperplanes when external
disturbances were applied, even though their effects were substantially
reduced.

7.2.2. Open Problems
During the course of investigation we encountered many interesting
problems. Many of them remain to be solved. Among more interesting open
problems, in our opinion, are
(i)

Justification of assumption A2 in Chapter 5 from the system theoretic
point of view, specifically the problem of the existence of real matrices
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F and Q = QT > 0 such that
BtPA = FC ,
where P = P > 0 solves the discrete Lyapunov equation
. AtPA - P = - Q ,
where A is assumed to be a convergent matrix, remains open.
(ii)

We need to design a controller such that the trajectories of the
systems we have studied can be driven onto prespecified hyperplanes
when the systems are subjected to external disturbances. The results
in [40] should be of help in this endeavor.

(iii) Investigation of the Lie algebraic approach to the control and synthesis
of nonlinear discrete-time systems seems to be another fertile area of
study. Methods developed in [37], [38], [39], and [42] constitute a nice
starting point
encouraging.

in this direction.

Preliminary results

are

Our approach can be summarized as follows.

quite
For a

given nonlinear discrete-time system we first find a transformation
bringing the system into a canonical form. Then we design a controller
for the system in the new coordinates. From the above considerations
it follows that the problem of the existence of a “nice” transformation
is central in the design process. To be more specific let us consider a
dynamical system modeled by the following equations
x(k+l) = a(x(k)).+ b(x(k))u(k)

(7.1)

where a and b are C00 vector fields on IR11 with a(0) = 0.
The problem is to find sufficient conditions on a and b so that
there exists a C00 transformation

such that the system (7.1) can be transformed into the controller
canonical form
x2*(k)

x*(k+l) =

xn(k)

0

+

f(x>))

0

u(k) .

(7.2)

1

In further considerations the following notation and definitions are used.
Let f : IRn—dRn and g : lRn—dRn be C°° vector fields on lRn. For f and g
the Lie bracket is
M =
where

i* g_is. f
dx
dx

C/i
(JLJ
at and ——
dg
are the Jacobian matrices of f and g, respectively. Using
OX
dx

an alternative notation, one can represent the Lie bracket as follows
[f,g] = (ad^g) .
We define
(adkf,g) -- [f,(adk-1f,g)] ,
where
(ad°f,g) = g .
' Next, consider a C°° function h : IRn—►IR. Let dh = VTh be the derivative
of h with respect to x, where Vh is the gradient of h with respect to x.
Then the Lie derivative of h with respect to f is defined by
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Lfh 4 Lf(h) - <dh,f> = VTh*f ,
and
Lf°h = h ,
Lfkh = Lf(Lk_1h) .
The Lie derivative of dh with respect to the vector field f is defined by
a(dh)T
dx

Lf(dh) 4

+ (dh)

at_
dx

One may easily verify that these Lie derivatives obey the following so-called
Leibnitz formula
L[f g]h — <dh,[f,g]> — LgLfh — LfLgh .
Furthermore, the following relation is valid
dLfh =Lf(dh) .
Duly armed with the Lie derivativeds we may proceed further. Taking the
differential of (7.1) yields
dx = —— dx .
dx

(7.3)

If we now use the following approximations
dx* = Ax* = x*(k+l) - x*(k) ,
dx = Ax = x(k+l) — x(k) ,
then (7.3) can be represented as
+
x

*
r)T
(k+l) - x (k) = — (x(k+l) - x(k)) .

Substituting x(k+l) = a(x(k)) + b(x(k))u(k) into (7.4) gives

(7.4)
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*
dT
x (k+!) = — [a(x(k)) + b(x(k))u(k) - x(k)] + x*(k)
dx

(7.5)

Comparing (7.5) and (7.2) yields
' x2*(k) '

t2

x3*(k)

j

T3

<9T
—|a(x(k)) - x(kj] + x*(k) +

(™)

xn(k)
-f(x*(k)).

Tn
f(x*(k)).

and

dT
b(x(k)) +
dx

(7.7)

Hence from (7.6) we get
<9T;
1 [a(x(k)) - x(k)] + xj*(k) = Ti+1 ,
dx
i = 1,2,1 .

(7.8)

°(x) 4 a(x) — x ,

(7.9)

Let

then (7.8) can be represented as
<9T;
dx
or equivalently

a = Ti+1 - Tj , i = l,2,...,n—1 ,

(7.10)
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<dT;,a> = Ti+1 — Tj , i = 1,2,...,n-l .

; f (7.11)

Equation (7.11) can be rewritten as follows
'

Ti = Ti >
T2 — ^dTjja^ + Tj — L-Tj d- Tj ,
T3 + <dT2,a> + T2 = L-L-Ti + L-Tj + T2 ,

Therefore, the transformation matrix T can be represented as
Ti
L-T^+T,
T =

L^L-T, + 2L-T, + T,
L|T, + 2L|T, + 3L-T, + T,

where Tj is called the starting function. Thus, finding the transformation T
is reduced to finding Tx. In order to find Tj we first analyze equation (7.7)
which can alternatively be represented as
<dTj,b> = 0 , i = l,2,...,n—1
<dTn,b> = 1

(7.12)

Thus, in particular <dT1,b> = 0. We now look at the following equation
<dT2,b> = 0 .

(7.13)

From (7.11) we have
T2 = <dT1(a> + Tj
Substituting (7.14) into (7.13) gives

(7.14)
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<dT2,b> = <d(<dT1,a> + Tx),b>
- <d<dT1,i:>,b> + <dT!,b>
= <d<dTj,a>,b> = LtL-Tj .

(7.15)

On the other hand
<dT1,[ir,b]> = LiLjT! - LjLtT, = LiLjT, .

(7.16)

From (7.15) and (7.16) we conclude that
dTV
<dT2,b> = <dT1,[a,b]> = —(ad1a,b) = 0 .

(7.17)

Similarly we can show that
<dT3,bg> = <dT2,[a,b]>

= <dT1,(ad2a,b)> =

dTx
dx

(ad2a,b) .

(7.18)

Proceeding as above we arrive at a set of equations which can be
represented in the following form
<9T

b^ad^b), (ad2a,b),...,(adn-1a,b)] k

dT

Cx

= [0,0,0,...,!] •

(7.19)

If Cxl exists then
dTx
dx
which implies that
that

dTi
dx

[0-,0,0,...,1 jCf1

is the last row of C, 1, Let q(x) be a vector such
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<!(*)

•

P-21)

A vector q(x) for which there exists a real-valued function Tj(x) such that
equation (7.21) holds is called a conservative vector field or a gradient field.
The function T4 is referred to as the field potential of q(x).
In

summary,

a

sufficient

condition

for

the

existence

of

the

transformation x = T(x) bringing the system x(k+l) — a(x(k)) + b(x(k))u(k)
into the controller canonical form (7.2) is
(i)

invertibility of the matrix C1?

and
(ii)

solvability

of

requirements

equation
(i)

and

(7.21).

(ii)

can

Conditions
be

for

satisfaction

deduced from the

of

complete

integrability theorem of Frobenius concerning integral manifolds.

Example
Consider a dynamical system modeled by the following difference
equation
x2
x(k+l) =

Kjsinxj + K2x3 +
K3x2 + K4x3

0
0

u(k) ,

(7.22)

K5

where Kj (i = 1,...,5) are constants.
Our goal is to transform (7.22) into the controller canonical form. First
we form
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x2 - xx
a =

Kisinx!

+ K2x3

— x2

(7.23)

Ksx2 -K4X3 ~x3
Next, we compute the matrix Cv Note that
(ad1a,b) =

db
da.
~ ir a =b
dx
dx

da.
dx

0

-1
1
Kjcosxj —1
0

0
K2

0
0

k3 k4-i

K2
k5

k5

(7.24)

(K4-i)K5

Next
(ad'a.b) «

^ |ii,l)|

K2Ks
K.K5 + K,(K, 1JKS
'KJMi + (k4—1)2K5

Hence
0

0

k2k5

0

k2k5

—k2k5 + k2(k4—1)K5

k5

(7.26)

(k4-i)k5 k2k3k5 + (K4-1)2K5

The last row of Cj 1 is

q
Therefore

<9Ti
dx

1

K2K5

0 0

(7.27)
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*

_

xi = Ti =

k2k5

4 >

x2 — T2 — <CdTj,a]> “t” Tj

x3 — T3 — <dT2,a]> + T2 —

(7.28)

x2

k2k5

1
(Kjsinx! + K2x3)
K2K5

From (7.28) we can also compute the inverse of T(x)
xi =K2K5x1
x2 — K2K5x2

(7.29)

K2K5x3 - KlSin(K2K5x;)
K,
Observe that
x2 — xi
K1sinx1 — x2 + K2x3

dT - =
1
dx a~ K2K5

.

(7.30)

Ki(x2 - xjcosxj + K2(K4—l)x3 + K2K3x2
Hence
/
x (k+1) \

>
dT dx a

+ X

> |xc=T(x*)
*
x2

*

x3

3|C

^

3)c

K'i(x2 - xl )cos(K2K5x1 )

(K4-I)
K1sin(K2K5x1) + K4x 3 + K2K3x2
K2K5
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>2(k)
(7.31)

x3(k)

f(x*(k))
and

dT
cht

0
0
1

(7.32)

In a similar fashion we can proceed to transform the system equations into
the observer canonical form. This form then can be utilized in the output
feedback control design.
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APPENDIX A

A.l. DEFINITION OF A CONVERGENT MATRIX
Consider an mxm constant matrix A-

Definition: Matrix A is convergent if lim Ak = 0.
k—>oo

Theorem A.1: Let A E Mmxm. Then lim Ak = 0 if and only if p(A) < 1,
k—>-oo

where p(A) = max{|\|: A is an eigenvalue of A} is the spectral radius of A-

Proof: See [35] p. 298.
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APPENDIX B

B.l. COMPUTATION OF Ak
Suppose that A £ JRmxm is diagonalizable, i.e., A = NDN-1, where D is
diagonal.
Define.
n

= [ci I c2!...! cm],

where c1,c2,...,cm' are the columns of N and

are the rows of N *,

and
Bj = c;rj.

The representation A = NDN_1 can be written as (see [36], pp. 367368)
A = XjBj + X2B2 +...+ XmBm.
Moreover,
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Ak = A^B-l + XkB2 +...+ X^B.m>
where Aj, i=l,2,...,m are the eigenvalues of A.

